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Multimodal Transportation Alliance Design with
Endogenous Demand: Large-Scale Optimization for Rapid

Gains
Kayla Cummings*, Vikrant Vaze†, Özlem Ergun‡, Cynthia Barnhart*

Transit agencies have the opportunity to outsource certain services to well-established platform-based Mobility on

Demand (MOD) providers. Such alliances can improve service quality, coverage, and ridership; reduce public sector

costs and vehicular emissions; and integrate the passenger experience. To amplify the effectiveness of such alliances,

we develop a fare-setting model that jointly optimizes discounted fares across a multimodal network. We capture com-

muters’ travel choices with a discrete choice model, resulting in a large-scale, mixed-integer, non-convex optimization

problem. To solve this challenging problem, we develop a two-stage decomposition with the pricing decisions in the first

stage and a mixed-integer linear optimization problem optimizing fare discounts and the induced passenger behaviors

in the second stage. To solve the decomposition, we develop a new solution approach combining tailored coordinate

descent, parsimonious second-stage evaluations, and interpolations using special ordered sets. This approach, enhanced

by acceleration techniques based on slanted traversal, randomization and warm-start, significantly improves system-wide

practical outcomes over algorithmic benchmarks. Different alliance priorities result in qualitatively different fare designs:

flat fares decrease the total vehicle-miles traveled, while geographically-informed discounts improve passenger happi-

ness. The model responds appropriately to equity-oriented and passenger-centric priorities, improving system utilization

and lowering prices for low-income residents and long-distance commuters. Finally, our revenue allocation mechanism

improves outcomes for both operators, thus incentivizing profit-oriented MOD operators to adopt transit priorities.

Key words: Public transit, transportation pricing, alliance design, mixed-integer non-convex optimization

1. Introduction
Cities face critical challenges in the quest to improve urban mobility. Prior to the pandemic, congestion was

steadily rising, translating to $160 billion annual costs to U.S. cities and record-breaking contributions to

greenhouse gas emissions (Schrank et al. 2015). Recent declines in transit ridership demonstrate the inabil-

ity of transit’s static infrastructure to accommodate rapidly evolving commuting patterns (The Economist

2018). Private ride-sharing apps from Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft have
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challenged this fixed-infrastructure status quo. TNCs transported 2.6 billion passengers in 2017, more than

doubling the ride-sharing market since 2012 (Schaller 2018). The majority of urban TNC patrons admit that

they would have otherwise walked, biked, taken public transit, or not made the trip, coinciding with tens

of millions in annual transit revenue losses, worsening congestion, higher emissions, lower navigability of

cities, and reduced accessibility to affordable public options (Gehrke and Reardon 2018, Schaller 2018).

Mobility-on-demand (MOD) services have the potential to service transit deserts—low-density areas

disconnected from public transit. However, cost presents a key barrier: while all public transit modes operate

at a loss, MOD services administered by transit agencies incur the highest average per-trip costs ($23.10 vs.

the next-highest $11.19 for commuter rail) (Kane, Tomer, and Puentes 2016). High labor needs, outdated

technology, and coordination difficulties lead to inefficient, expensive operations. Notably, average TNC

trip costs $13, a full $10 less than agency-sponsored MOD trips. Outsourcing all 223 million on-demand

transit trips to TNCs could hypothetically save billions of dollars for US transit agencies (Kane, Tomer, and

Puentes 2016). Thus, pricing alliances between TNCs and transit agencies have the potential to improve

service quality and coverage, while reducing costs and decreasing citywide vehicle-miles travelled (VMT).

1.1. Pricing Alliances in the Real World

TNCs have the infrastructure to provide more cost-effective MOD services supplementing fixed-route tran-

sit. Microtransit platforms like BRIDJ and Via—differentiated from TNCs due to fleets comprising mini-

vans or shuttles as opposed to sedans—have oriented their business model toward complementing transit

(Via Transp. 2023, BRIDJ 2023). The Federal Transit Administration’s MOD Sandbox program has pro-

vided millions in funding to transit agencies in US cities such as Dallas, San Francisco, and Los Angeles

to develop on-demand pilots that fill service gaps in their service regions (Federal Transp. Administration

2016). Rather than designing a complementary MOD system from scratch and incurring high fixed costs,

transit agencies could outsource MOD services to TNC platforms that are well-established, highly con-

nected, and widely trusted; or to microtransit platforms that more closely align with transit agency goals.

This section formalizes such alliances within a rigorous conceptual framework. We define a pricing

alliance as a cooperative pricing scheme between a transit agency and an MOD operator with independently

operated infrastructures serving overlapping or adjacent regions. A pricing alliance seeks to improve each

operator’s own prioritized metrics whilst also improving system-wide benefits through integration. Indeed,

real-world pricing alliance pilots have shown great promise in improving regional mobility, providing alter-

natives with higher service levels, lower fares and increased ridership (The Boston Globe 2022, Mag 2021).

Pricing alliances are characterized by the intended service populations and the relationship of the MOD

operator’s system to the fixed-route transit network. Service population may be a targeted demographic,

e.g. persons with limited mobility, low-income people, or senior citizens; the service population might also

constitute residents of a particular geographic area, e.g. residents of a transit desert or people traveling
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(a) GoLink in Dallas, TX (Plano region) utilizes a zone-
based route structure.

(b) The NewMo Pilot in Newton, MA utilized a hub-based route
structure.

Figure 1 Route structures of recent pricing alliances. In Plano (Dallas Area Rapid Transit 2020), passengers

spend up to $3 to travel anywhere within a color-blocked region. In the NewMo Pilot (City of New-

ton, MA 2021), passengers could travel anywhere within town limits for $2, as long as either trip

endpoint was one of seven hubs. NewMo now allows passengers to travel anywhere within Newton.

within a given radius of a transit hub. The MOD infrastructure may complement, substitute, or extend fixed-

route options. Once participating operators establish the nature of the pricing alliance, the alliance can select

a joint pricing scheme. Carefully designed fares influence passenger behavior, incentivizing choices that

benefit the entire system. Table 1 surveys these traits of recent pricing alliances:

• MOD operator: This can be a TNC like Uber or Lyft, or a microtransit platform like Via.

• Service population: Recent alliances have served people with limited mobility, seniors, essential work-

ers, or simply everyone.

• Fare structure: For passengers traveling within the system, some alliances charge a flat fare and/or

a variable fare based on distance travelled. Selectively applied, interpretable discount structures for

jointly offered routes can encourage multimodal travel and engineer outcomes desired by the operators.

• Route structure: Alliances often require specific trip geography: point-to-point (PTP) (trips must occur

within a given geographic region), zone-based (partitions a larger region into small zones and requires

intra-zonal trips), and hub-based (at least one trip endpoint must be anchored at specified locations).

Figure 1 illustrates zone-based and hub-based route structures.

• Integration into public transit network: The MOD portion of the network might integrate into the

transit network in several ways: complementary (provides another mode option to improve service

quality), substitutive (replaces existing fixed-route transit), first-/last-mile (FLM) (connects travelers

to the fixed-route network), and extension (serves transit desert regions).

1.2. Literature Review

This work sits at the intersection of literature on FLM system design and operations management, integrated

multimodal transport system design, and horizontal cooperation among competing transportation operators.
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Table 1 Survey of recent pricing alliances. PTP: point-to-point. Flat fare: same price for every passenger.

Mode: fares vary by travel mode. Distance: fares increase with distance traveled. (Dallas Area Rapid Transit

2020, Regional Transp. Commission of Southern Nevada 2021, City of Seattle, WA 2021, MBTA 2021, City of

Newton, MA 2021, City of Jersey City, NJ 2021, St. Louis Metro 2021, MARTA 2021, Indianapolis Public Transp.

Corporation 2021) ∗ Not operated by a transit agency. ∗∗ Specially marketed for senior citizens. ∗∗∗ Available to

everyone, but only in case of transit closures. ∗∗∗∗ Transported essential workers at the beginning of the

COVID-19 pandemic.

Program City Transit agency MOD Op. Service population Fares Routes Integration
GoLink Dallas, TX DART Via Everyone Mode Zone Complementary, FLM
RTC On-demand Pilot Las Vegas, NV RTC Lyft Paratransit Distance PTP Substitutive
Via to Transit Seattle, WA King County Metro Via Everyone Flat fare Hub Complementary, FLM
The RIDE Flex Boston, MA MBTA Uber, Lyft Paratransit Flat fare PTP Substitutive
NewMo Pilot Newton, MA City of Newton∗ Via Everyone, seniors∗∗ Flat fare Hub Extension, FLM
No program name Jersey City, NJ NJ TRANSIT Via Everyone Distance Zone Complementary, extension
No program name St. Louis, MO St. Louis Metro Lyft Everyone Distance Hub Complementary, FLM
MARTAConnect Atlanta, GA MARTA Uber, Lyft Everyone (closures)∗∗∗ Distance PTP Extension
IndyGo + Uber Indianapolis, IN IndyGo Uber Essential workers∗∗∗∗ Flat fare PTP Substitutive

FLM system design and operations: Research on demand responsive connector (DRC) systems devel-

ops analytical models to evaluate service quality and determine first-mile system parameters. In particu-

lar, such work specifies optimal zone size and headways, identifies transition points between regions best

serviced by fixed-route vs. flexible services, and establishes best practices for inter-zone transfer coordina-

tion (Chandra and Quadrifoglio 2013, Kim, Levy, and Schonfeld 2019, Kim and Schonfeld 2014, Lee and

Savelsbergh 2017, Li and Quadrifoglio 2010, Lu, Quadrifoglio, and Petrelli 2017, Lu, Shen, and Quadri-

foglio 2014). The tactical question of how to operate a first-mile system is also well-studied. The Dial-A-

Ride Problem (DARP) encompasses the vehicle routing problem faced by transit agencies, given a set of

trip requests and a vehicle fleet (Ho et al. 2018, Molenbruch, Braekers, and Caris 2017). The Integrated

DARP (IDARP) designs vehicle routes and schedules to meet trip requests, allowing transfers with fixed-

route timetabled service (Posada, Andersson, and Hall 2017). Closely related to IDARP is the problem

of matching individual carpoolers and integrating their trips with transit timetables (Stiglic et al. 2018).

Finally, many studies design strategies for routing and scheduling (Wang 2019), pricing (Chen and Wang

2018), and trip request acceptance (Agussurja, Cheng, and Lau 2019) for FLM transportation systems.

Multimodal network optimization with endogenous demand: Our work is related to literature on opti-

mal design and operation of transportation systems that acknowledges and leverages endogenous demand.

Past research has modeled decision-making travelers with preferences. One-to-one and many-to-one assign-

ment problems among travelers and suppliers have been addressed with preference-based stable matchings

to prevent participants from leaving ride-sharing systems (Wang, Agatz, and Erera 2018) or transit systems

(Rasulkhani and Chow 2019). Passenger decisions are also often captured by discrete choice models. Bert-

simas, Ng, and Yan (2020) jointly determine frequencies and prices for multimodal transit to minimize wait

times, subject to passenger mode and route choices. Cadarso et al. (2017) optimize airline scheduling, fleet

assignment, and fares while capturing the effects of competing high-speed rail service, taking passengers’
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mode choices into consideration. Wei, Vaze, and Jacquillat (2020) develop fixed-route transit timetables

to maximize welfare, subject to competition with ride-sourcing companies, and congestion effects from

passengers’ mode switching. Wang, Jacquillat, and Vaze (2022) optimize a network of vertiports for sup-

porting urban aerial mobility, with passenger mode choices described by two alternative models, including

a multinomial logit model. Banerjee et al. (2021) tackle a welfare-maximizing system design and pricing

problem for centrally coordinated multimodal transport networks with price-dependent demand, and for-

mulate it using mixed-integer convex optimization. In contrast, we tackle a multi-objective pricing alliance

design problem with a practically suitable pricing scheme that enables transparent price communication to

passengers, but also prevents its convexification and, in turn, heightens the computational challenge.

Horizontal Cooperation: Finally, we review cooperation models among competing operators. Litera-

ture on horizontal cooperation in logistics and airline scheduling is particularly mature (Cruijssen, Dullaert,

and Fleuren 2007, Guajardo and Rönnqvist 2016, Wright, Groenevelt, and Shumsky 2010, Hu, Caldentey,

and Vulcano 2013). Chun, Kleywegt, and Shapiro (2017) design a liner shipping alliance with endogenous

linear demand for a homogeneous product; shipping companies first trade physical capacity on respective

networks, and then compete to sell substitutable products in an overlapping market. Our work also involves

joint products over a shared network subject to endogenous demand, but the allied operators offer those

products together rather than exchanging capacity to compete. Algaba et al. (2019) formulate an urban trans-

portation network flow game, using exogenous passenger and cost information to coordinate a single-fare

payment among competing operators. Bian and Liu (2019a,b) design mechanisms for the first-mile problem

incorporating personalized passenger requirements. Siddiq, Tang, and Zhang (2021) investigate incentive

mechanisms to inspire commuters to use public transportation, modeling commuters, transit agency, ride-

sharing platform, municipal government, and local private enterprises as stakeholders.

Liu and Chow (2022) investigate whether competing transit agencies can share data to improve selfish

outcomes when setting frequencies, subject to user equilibrium passenger flows. Policymakers can lever-

age results of their Bayesian game and coalition formation model to inform decisions about establishing

mandatory data-sharing amongst transit operators, but the model is not amenable to large-scale operations

management. The most similar study to ours in this branch of literature is by Schlicher and Lurkin (2022),

who formulate a transport choice game in which operators cooperatively price their pooled resources, sub-

ject to passengers making travel choices according to a multinomial logit model. They design a market share

exchange allocation rule that ensures a stable grand coalition. Their study differs from ours in that each

operator offers homogeneous products with a single price to travelers with unspecified origins and destina-

tions, thus entirely ignoring network effects. In summary, most existing studies individually model either

operator or passenger incentives when designing integrated, multimodal urban transportation systems; to

our knowledge, studies incorporating both strategic operators and passengers provide only general high-

level intervention recommendations and rules of thumb. Our work differs in that we provide a prescriptive

and strategic design framework to build pricing alliances at scale and in full operational detail.
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1.3. Contributions

We propose a prescriptive pricing alliance to enable incentive-aligned collaboration between transit agencies

and established ride-sharing operators. A fare-setting model is formulated to maximize total system-wide

benefits across the integrated network. Our framework helps operators navigate competing alliance objec-

tives: (1) enhancing access to high-quality public transportation options for underserved populations, (2)

lowering vehicle emissions and congestion from single-occupancy vehicle trips, and (3) maintaining the

financial well-being of participating operators to ensure that the profit-oriented operators are incentivized to

participate. A key technical challenge when optimizing these objectives lies in capturing interdependencies

between fares and commuters’ travel choices. In response, our model integrates a discrete choice model of

passengers’ route and mode decisions based on prices and non-pricing attributes like travel times.

From a technical standpoint, our fare-setting model is a large-scale, mixed-integer, non-convex opti-

mization problem—a challenging class of problems. Our first technical contribution is to design a two-

stage decomposition in which the first-stage pricing decisions parameterize second-stage fare discounts

and the induced passenger behaviors. The second stage becomes a more tractable mixed-integer linear

optimization problem that can be solved with commercial solvers. To solve the full model, we develop a

new solution approach combining tailored coordinate descent, parsimonious second-stage evaluations, and

interpolations using Special Ordered Sets of type 2 (SOS2) (Misener and Floudas 2010). We also develop

acceleration techniques based on slanted coordinate traversal and search direction randomization. This solu-

tion approach—our second technical contribution—is applicable to any two-stage formulation with a low-

dimensional, convex, continuous first-stage and any computationally expensive black-box second stage.

This solution approach is found to significantly improve outcomes, for passengers and operators, compared

to those obtained with state-of-the-art benchmarks based on Bayesian Optimization (Mockus 2012).

From a practical standpoint, we design a large-scale case study focused on the morning commute in the

Greater Boston Area. We find that our model sets fares that are in realistic ranges and have interpretable

connections to alliance goals. For example, an alliance with a greater focus on minimizing total VMT

prefers flat rather than distance-varying fares to increase system utilization by long-distance commuters.

On the other hand, alliances with a greater emphasis on increasing transit access will set discounts with

greater geographic variation to make alliance routes more attractive to heterogeneous populations. The clear

alignment between operator goals and passenger choices achieved by our fare structures illustrates the value

of modeling endogenous demand. Moreover, analysis of our results shows that the model is appropriately

responsive to equity-oriented objectives: it enables the alliance to lower fares for, and increase utilization

by, low-income and long-distance commuters. Finally, when compared to non-cooperative pricing, our fares

and our tailored revenue allocation mechanism together incentivize revenue-oriented MOD operators not

only to participate in the alliance but also to adopt the transit operator’s priorities.
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Section 2 presents the allied fare-setting model formulation, its two-stage decomposition enabling

tractable solutions, as well as our revenue allocation mechanism. Section 3 describes our parsimonious

SOS2-based coordinate descent approach, whose computational performance is compared against bench-

marks in Section 4. We present our practical insights in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2. Pricing Alliance Design Problem
We now present our design pipeline for the Pricing Alliance Design Problem (PADP). In the PADP, the

alliance—i.e., the jointly acting operators—sets a fare structure that optimizes joint operator priorities over

the integrated multimodal network, subject to the passengers’ endogenous route choice decisions. The indi-

vidual operators must then decide whether or not to participate in the alliance they have designed based on

the optimized fares and a revenue allocation mechanism.

2.1. Assumptions

Before formulating the allied fare-setting model, we specify our characterization of system-wide benefits,

our model of passenger decision-making, and our assumptions about static fares.

System-wide benefits. The alliance cooperatively set fares over an integrated network with the objective

of maximizing overall benefits to society, including travelers, operators, and the rest of society (Daganzo

2012). Consistent with the motivation of this work, we assume that transit agency’s own objective is identi-

cal to that of the alliance. We characterize an operator’s benefits as its fare revenue and a passenger’s benefits

as its average utility across all available travel options. High passenger utility corresponds to the availability

of many high-quality travel options. Finally, there are many ways to capture the system’s impact on the

rest of society, defined as everyone except the travelers and operators. Most people who take alternative

travel options choose to drive personal vehicles, contributing to negative externalities, such as air pollution.

Because a pricing alliance involves no change in permanent infrastructure but rather better utilization of the

existing infrastructure, the key benefits of the alliance to the rest of society are likely to come from single-

occupancy VMT reduction under the allied pricing regime. We ultimately compute system-wide benefits

as a weighted sum of operator revenue, passenger utility, and a penalty for the outside-option VMT. The

weights are determined by the alliance’s relative priorities and can be varied to evaluate trade-offs.

Passenger discrete choice model. We model travelers as rational agents making travel decisions accord-

ing to a multinomial logit (MNL) discrete choice model. In an MNL model, the choice probabilities are

proportional to each option’s exponentiated utility, also known as its attractiveness (McFadden 1974). The

MNL choice model allows us to embed a closed form of the passengers’ decision-making process in the

alliance fare-setting model, but it also presents limitations related to the independence of irrelevant alter-

natives (IIA) property. Some have circumvented such inaccuracies by using the general attraction model

(GAM), of which the MNL model is a special case (Gallego, Ratliff, and Shebalov 2015). The GAM for-

mulates each choice probability as a function not only of the available options’ attractiveness, but also the
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shadow attractiveness of unavailable options. In practice, researchers have set the shadow attractiveness

values to zero, in the absence of reliable data to estimate these parameters (Wei, Vaze, and Jacquillat 2020).

Others leverage the nested MNL (Williams 1977), of which the MNL is also a special case. Lo, Yip, and

Wan (2004) and Bertsimas, Ng, and Yan (2020) assume that passengers select travel mode in the first level,

and then they select a route under that mode in the second level. In our work, we populate passengers’ route

choice sets with the fastest route from each available travel mode (transit-only, MOD-only, or transit-MOD

hybrid), including the option to drive, referred to in the literature as the outside option or the no purchase

alternative. Thus, our simplified choice model framework is equivalent to a GAM with zero shadow attrac-

tiveness values, or to a mode-route nested MNL with second-level choice sets containing one route each.

Fare-setting. The alliance sets fares over the integrated network. Some MOD operators might set time-

varying fares on their independently operated network. In particular, TNCs may implement fare multipliers

to manage two-sided markets between drivers and riders (Castillo, Knoepfle, and Weyl 2017). In a pricing

alliance, however, the MOD operator is a contractor to the transit agency and consequently agrees to set

time- and demand-homogeneous fares over allied network. This agreement facilitates transparent communi-

cation with passengers who can easily anticipate public sector prices, and it also allows the transit operator

to set a budget for the alliance with higher confidence. We also assume that each operator is capable of

serving all demand redistribution that occurs as a result of the newly set fares, and that capacity reallocation

is therefore unnecessary to consider in the pricing alliance design process. Schlicher and Lurkin (2022)

make a similar assumption: they assume a constant marginal cost due to market shares that do not change

significantly. From a transit perspective, this implies that the fixed-route options (e.g., buses) have low load

factors to start with, especially in and near transit deserts; on the MOD side, it implies that the operators

have large driver pools driven by private market dynamics. In summary, we assume that the load difference

on the integrated network when transitioning from non-cooperative to allied fare-setting will not impose a

large enough change in network utilization to necessitate consideration of the associated resource allocation

decisions. In the practical case study of Section 5, we validate this assumption by showing that the potential

pricing alliances indeed do not pose a risk of over-saturating the integrated infrastructure.

2.2. Exact Formulation

We now provide notation for formulating our allied fare-setting model with endogenous demand. Passengers

select from a set of routes, R, serviced by a set of operators, O, which includes a public transit operator

and an MOD operator, so that |O|= 2. A route is a sequence of trip legs, each served by some operator’s

infrastructure. To capture flat and distance-based fares, we define non-discounted price of route r ∈R as:∑
k∈Or

(β0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k ) (1)

where Or ⊆ O is the set of operators serving route r; ∆rk is the distance of route r covered by operator

k; and β0
k and β∆

k , respectively, are the base fare, and markup per unit distance traveled, for operator k’s
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sub-network. We collectively refer to the base fares and distance-based markups of all operators as the

fare parameters (β), which are decision variables in our model. Fare parameters are constrained by (non-

negative) upper and lower bounds ((β0
min, β

0
max), (β∆

min, β
∆
max)) determined by local legislative or operational

requirements.

In addition to the fare parameters, the operators jointly select a set of discounted routes. Only a subset of

routes,RDE ⊆R, may be discount-eligible (DE). Rather than deciding whether or not each individual route

should receive a discount, the discount-eligible routes may be grouped into discount activation categories.

Routes in the same discount activation category may share common geographic components specified by

the alliance. By grouping routes into categories, passengers can easily interpret which routes are discounted

from a map or a simple set of rules. Example definitions for discount activation categories might include all

routes anchored on a particular hub location, or all routes whose origins and destinations are contained in

specified regions. LetRa ⊂R be the set of routes corresponding to discount activation category a∈A. The

sets Ra partition RDE, i.e., ∪a∈ARa =RDE and Ra ∩Rb = ∅ for a 6= b ∈ A. Let xa ∈ {0,1} denote the

decision variable that activates discounts on all routes in Ra. This assumption is not restrictive; absence of

activation categories can be handled easily by putting each route in its own category: |Ra|= 1,∀a∈A. We

note that the relaxation of this assumption might result in discount rules that are difficult to communicate to

passengers in large-scale systems.

Λ is the discount multiplier for the routes selected to receive a discount, with an allowable range of

[Λmin,Λmax] : 0≤Λmin ≤Λmax ≤ 1. The customer-facing price, pr, of route r ∈R, is given as:

pr =

{
(1−Λ ·xa) ·

(∑
k∈Or(β

0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k )
)

if r ∈Ra, a∈A∑
k∈Or(β

0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k ) if r ∈R\RDE
(2)

We consider a setN of passenger types. Each passenger type i∈N is identified by a unique combination

of origin, destination, and preference profile as described by their route choice utility coefficients.Ri is the

set of routes available to passengers of type i ∈ N . Some passengers are more averse to expensive travel

options, whereas others are more sensitive to travel time, constituting different preference profiles. There

are Ni passengers of type i ∈ N . We denote the utility to a passenger of type i ∈ N of route r ∈ Ri as

uir + αi · pr, where uir is the utility from non-monetary route attributes and αi ≤ 0 is the utility per unit

price. The market share sir of route r ∈Ri for passenger type i∈N is computed according to MNL as:

sir =
exp(uir +αi · pr)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · ps)

, (3)

where the outside option—not in setR=
⋃
i∈N Ri—has a utility ui0 and a market share computed as:

si0 =
exp(ui0)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · ps)

. (4)

Finally, the operators’ relative priorities over the system-wide performance metrics are captured by non-

negative objective function weights: µPAX , µREV , µVMT , respectively, corresponding to passenger benefits,
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operator benefits, and the benefits from negative externality reduction. Table 2 summarizes all notation.

Model PADP-FS (5)-(13) provides the exact formulation for the PADP fare-setting model. It jointly sets

fares and discounts to maximize system-wide benefits across the integrated network (objective function (5)).

Discounts are applied on selected routes (Constraints (6) and (7)) and utility-maximizing passengers make

route selections according to an MNL (Constraints (8) and (9)). Fare parameters and the discount multipliers

obey bounds (Constraints (10)-(12)). Discount activation decisions are binary (Constraints (13)).

Table 2 Notation.

Component Type Description
A Set Discount activation categories
N Set Passenger types
O Set Operators
R Set Intrasystem routes, not including the outside option
Or Set Operators who help service route r ∈R
Ri Set Route options available to passengers of type i∈N
Ra Set Routes in discount activation category a∈A
RDE Set Discount-eligible routes, i.e.,

⋃
a∈ARa

Ni Param. Number of passengers of type i∈N
∆i0 Param. Driving distance for a passenger of type i∈N
∆rk Param Distance the passenger travels with operator k ∈O on route r ∈R
uir Param. Non-monetary utility accrued by a passenger of type i∈N on route r ∈Ri
ui0 Param. Utility accrued by a passenger of type i∈N by driving
αi Param. Utility per unit price to a passenger of type i∈N
β0
min, β

0
max Param. Minimum and maximum allowable base fares

β∆
min, β

∆
max Param. Minimum and maximum allowable distance-based markups

Λmin,Λmax Param. Minimum and maximum allowable values of discount multipliers
µPAX , µREV , µVMT Param. Relative priority weights of system-wide performance metrics
xa Var. Binary. Whether to activate discount option a∈A
β0
k , β

∆
k Var. Continuous. Base fare and markup of operator k ∈O

pr Var. Continuous. Customer-facing price of route r ∈R
Λ Var. Continuous. Discount multiplier applied to routes with activated discounts
sir Var. Continuous. Proportion of passengers of type i∈N who choose route r ∈Ri
si0 Var. Continuous. Proportion of passengers of type i∈N who choose the outside option

(PADP-FS) max
∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX ·

(
ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir+αi ·pr)
)
+µREV ·

∑
r∈Ri

pr ·sir−µVMT ·(∆i0 ·si0)
]

(5)

s.t. pr =
∑
k∈Or

(β0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k ) r ∈R\RDE (6)

pr = (1−Λ ·xa) ·

(∑
k∈Or

(β0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k )

)
a∈A, r ∈Ra (7)

sir =
exp(uir +αi · pr)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · ps)

i∈N , r ∈Ri (8)
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si0 =
exp(ui0)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · ps)

i∈N (9)

β0
min ≤ β0

k ≤ β0
max k ∈O (10)

β∆
min ≤ β∆

k ≤ β∆
max k ∈O (11)

Λmin ≤Λ≤Λmax (12)

xa ∈ {0,1} a∈A (13)

2.3. Two-stage Decomposition

The PADP-FS model is a non-convex mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem (MINLOP). There

are no commercial solvers that accommodate non-convex MINLOPs, and no open-source solvers accept

non-convex MINLOPs at practically large scale. Therefore, we propose a different solution approach. We

decompose the formulation to tractably obtain high-quality solutions for practically sized problems (tens

of thousands of variables and hundreds of thousands of constraints in our case study). By letting first-

stage pricing decisions parameterize second-stage discount activations and induced passenger behaviors,

the second stage can be formulated as a more tractable mixed integer linear optimization problem (MILOP).

Let B := [β0
min, β

0
max]

2× [β∆
min, β

∆
max]

2 and L := [Λmin,Λmax] respectively be the sets of allowable fare

parameters and discount multipliers. We parameterize the second-stage problem by (β̂, Λ̂) ∈ B × L and

define S(β̂, Λ̂) as the feasible region parameterized by (β̂, Λ̂). We utilize the sales-based linear optimization

formulation by Gallego, Ratliff, and Shebalov (2015) to reformulate the choice model constraints. The

premise of the reformulation rests on proportionality constraints. Let γir = exp(ui0)/ exp(uir +αi · pr) be

the ratio of the attractiveness values of the outside option and route r ∈ Ri. Since the fare parameters are

determined in the first stage, γir is a constant in the second stage formulation for the non-discount-eligible

routes. Then constraints (8) and (9) are reformulated as follows:

si0 = γir · sir i∈N , r ∈Ri (14)

si0 +
∑
r∈Ri

sir = 1 i∈N (15)

si0 ≥ 0 i∈N (16)

sir ≥ 0 i∈N , r ∈Ri (17)

Equation (14) ensures that the market share of each route is proportional to its attractiveness. Constraints

(15), (16), and (17) ensure that the market shares are non-negative and sum to 1. Note that Equation (14) still

includes bilinearities for discount-eligible routes r ∈Ri ∩RDE . For a type i passenger, γir is either equal

to the discounted price (γir = γir(β̂, Λ̂)) or full price (γir = γir(β̂,0)), depending on whether the model

selects the discount for route r. Let Na ⊂ N be the set of passenger types with at least one route option

corresponding to discount activation category a ∈ A. We linearize constraint (14) as (18) using big-M

constraints, letting M s
ir = γir(β̂,0)≥ 0.
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si0 ≤ γir(β̂,0) · sir
si0 ≥ γir(β̂,0) · sir−M s

ir ·xa
si0 ≤ γir(β̂, Λ̂) · sir +M s

ir · (1−xa)
si0 ≥ γir(β̂, Λ̂) · sir

a∈A, i∈Na, r ∈Ri ∩Ra (18)

We similarly handle the bilinearities presented by the revenue terms in the objective function. We define a

new decision variable wir = pr · sir for passenger types i∈N with discount-eligible routes r ∈Ri ∩RDE .

The linearized constraints (19) set the value of wir with Mw
ir = Λ̂ ·

(∑
k∈Or(β̂

0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )
)
≥ 0.

wir ≤
(∑

k∈Or(β̂
0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )
)
· sir

wir ≥
(∑

k∈Or(β̂
0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )
)
· sir−Mw

ir ·xa
wir ≤ (1− Λ̂) ·

(∑
k∈Or(β̂

0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )
)
· sir +Mw

ir · (1−xa)

wir ≥ (1− Λ̂) ·
(∑

k∈Or(β̂
0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )
)
· sir

a∈A, i∈Na, r ∈Ri ∩Ra

(19)

Table 3 summarizes the additional and modified notation for the second-stage model.

Table 3 Additional and modified notation for second-stage model of the decomposition framework.

Component Type Description
B Set Allowable fare parameter values
L Set Allowable percent discount values
Na Set Passenger types with access to at least one discount-eligible route in

discount activation category a∈A, i.e.Ri ∩Ra 6= ∅
γir(β,Λ) Parameter Ratio of outside option attractiveness to attractiveness of route r ∈Ri

with price parameters β and discount Λ for passenger type i∈N
Mw

ir ,M
s
ir Parameter Big-M parameters for each i∈N , r ∈Ri

wir Variable Continuous. Equivalent to pr · sir for discount-eligible routes r ∈Ri ∩RDE

In response to fare parameters set in the first stage, the second-stage problem activates discounts that

optimize system-wide performance metrics, subject to induced passenger decisions. The optimal value of

the second-stage problem is denoted by W in equation (20).

W (β̂, Λ̂) := max
(x,s,w,p)∈S(β̂,Λ̂)

∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX ·

(
ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir+αi ·pr)
)

+µREV ·
∑
r∈Ri

wir−µVMT ·(∆i0 ·si0)
]
, (20)

where S(β̂, Λ̂) is given as follows:

Then we define the PADP-FS2SD model, the two-stage decomposition of the PADP-FS model.

(PADP-FS2SD) max W (β,Λ) (26)

s.t. β ∈B (27)

Λ∈L (28)

LEMMA 1. Formulations PADP-FS and PADP-FS2SD are equivalent.

The proof of Lemma 1 is in Appendix A.
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S(β̂, Λ̂) ≡
{

(x,s,w,p)∈ {0,1}|A|×R
∑
i∈N (|Ri|+1)

+ ×R
∑
i∈N |Ri∩R

DE |×R|R| :

Constraints (18) - (19)

si0 +
∑
r∈Ri

sir = 1 i∈N (21)

si0 = γir(β̂,0) · sir i∈N , r ∈Ri \RDE (22)

wir =

(∑
k∈Or

(β̂0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )

)
· sir i∈N , r ∈Ri \RDE (23)

pr =
∑
k∈Or

(β̂0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k ) r ∈R\RDE (24)

pr = (1− Λ̂ ·xa) ·

(∑
k∈Or

(β̂0
k + ∆rk · β̂∆

k )

)
a∈A, r ∈Ra

}
(25)

2.4. Revenue Allocation Mechanism

When considering a pricing alliance, an operator assesses whether the cooperative regime would improve its

prioritized system-wide metrics over the non-cooperative regime. A non-cooperative fare-setting game and

a solution approach for it are presented in Appendix B. The MOD operator is solely revenue-maximizing,

while the transit agency maximizes a linear combination of multiple system-wide metrics. By entering a

pricing alliance, the transit agency (denoted as TR) is guaranteed to fare no worse than that under the non-

cooperative regime. However, it remains to ensure that the revenue-maximizing MOD operator will not lose

revenue by cooperating with the transit agency, which would ensure the MOD operator’s participation.

We now design a revenue allocation mechanism that guarantees the MOD operator’s alliance participa-

tion. Let βnc and (βa,Λa) respectively denote the non-cooperative equilibrium fare parameters and allied

optimal fare parameters. Let fk(βnc) denote the revenue of operator k ∈O in the non-cooperative regime,

and f(βa,Λa) denote the combined revenue of both operators in the alliance.

LEMMA 2. Let δ = f(βa,Λa) −
∑

k∈O fk(β
nc) be the surplus allied revenue compared to the total

non-cooperative revenue. Define Φk : R2
+ ×R+→ R+ to be the revenue allocation to operator k ∈ O :=

{TR,MOD}:

ΦTR((fk(β
nc))k∈O, f(βa,Λa)) =

{
fTR(βnc) + δ

2
· if δ≥ 0,

f(βa,Λa)− fMOD(βnc) otherwise.
(29)

ΦMOD((fk(β
nc))k∈O, f(βa,Λa)) = fMOD(βnc) +

(
δ
2

)+
(30)

(a) The MOD operator will enter the pricing alliance with payment rule Φ.

(b) When δ ≥ 0, the mechanism satisfies Pareto efficiency, symmetry, the core property, scale invariance,

and independence of irrelevant alternatives.
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The proof of Lemma 2 is in Appendix C. Because the alliance’s priorities may also include benefits to

passengers and/or benefits to the rest of the society in the form of reduced VMT, the alliance may earn

less revenue than the operators’ combined revenue in the non-cooperative regime. Despite this, the transit

operator can choose to guarantee that, by cooperating, the revenue-oriented MOD operator earns at least as

much as it would have earned otherwise. We assume that the MOD operator will participate in the alliance if

its non-cooperative and allied revenues are equal. In the event that the alliance accrues strictly more revenue

than that in the non-cooperative regime, the operators split the surplus evenly.

3. Solution Approach
3.1. Motivation

Section 2.3 presented a two-stage decomposition of the allied fare-setting formulation, with the second

stage characterized as a mixed-integer linear optimization problem and the first stage as a low-dimensional

decision problem over a convex space. Without an analytic closed-form of W , the function’s gradients are

inaccessible, eliminating the possibility of using any gradient-based approaches. Bayesian Optimization is

applicable and has been leveraged in recent urban transportation studies focusing on MOD systems (Liu

et al. 2019), but it does not provide clear convergence criteria. PADP-2SD is also not amenable to Benders

decomposition due to the nonlinear interdependencies between first- and second-stage decisions. Our prob-

lem’s incompatibility with the simpler centralized welfare-maximization structure of the problem tackled

by Banerjee et al. (2021) implies that their convexification strategy cannot be applied either.

Our solution strategy approximates gradient descent for solving the first-stage problem. Because the first-

stage feasible space is low-dimensional and convex, we begin with a coordinate descent framework, which

takes turns fixing all fare parameters except one and greedily optimizing along the free dimension. Even

one-dimensional search is difficult because the search space is a continuous spectrum of optimal MILOP

solutions. While a solution of the second-stage problem is fast enough to be a useful tool (see Section 4:

needing at most 5 seconds on average), it is also slow enough to warrant a judicious selection of first-stage

valuation points. Thus, our tailored coordinate descent approach scans each search direction by solving a

model that approximates the best solution along that search direction. After evaluating a few points along the

free search direction with the second-stage MILOP, an auxiliary model interpolates intermediate solutions

along that search direction with Special Ordered Sets of type 2 (SOS2) (Misener and Floudas 2010). The

process terminates when no improvements are found along any coordinate direction. We define this as the

basic SOS2 Coordinate Descent (SOS2-CD) approach in Section 3.2.

To further improve final solution quality given a computational budget, we develop three acceleration

strategies that build upon SOS2-CD. First, rather than using an arbitrary search direction sequence, we intro-

duce more opportunities to escape local optima by randomizing search direction order. Second, we exploit

the fact that the SOS2 approximation model is valid along any search direction through the first-stage prob-

lem’s search space, and not just those parallel to coordinate axes. Natural search direction candidates are
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those where each operator’s base fare and markup are jointly varied while holding all other parameters con-

stant. By considering SOS2 coordinate descent over such slanted directions, we unlock directions navigating

trade-offs between high base fares and low markups vs. low base fares and high markups, which would

be unavailable with single-coordinate search directions. Finally, we show how to mitigate the SOS2-CD’s

sensitivity to random initializations by leveraging warm-start solutions. 3.3 describes the final algorithm,

including acceleration strategies, initialization procedures, and the incorporation of time limits. Computa-

tional results in Section 4 demonstrate the effectiveness of SOS2-CD and all acceleration strategies.

3.2. SOS2 Coordinate Descent

Let Y :=B×L denote the search space over which to optimize W , and y := (β,λ)∈Y denote a solution.

Let Yi(y) = {z ∈R : (y1, · · · , yi−1, z, yi+1, · · · , yn)∈Y} be the subset of the feasible space with all dimen-

sions other than the ith fixed to those of solution y ∈ Y . We define S(y) and S∗(y)⊆ S(y), respectively,

to be the set of feasible and optimal second-stage decisions given fare parameters y := (β,Λ)∈Y:

S∗(y) := arg max
(x,s,w,p)∈S(y)

∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX ·

(
ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi · pr)
)

+µREV ·
∑
r∈Ri

wir −µVMT · (∆i0 · si0)
]
.

Basic Coordinate Descent. Coordinate descent is a greedy method that successively optimizes a mul-

tivariate function along coordinate axes. Starting from an initial point, it cyclically optimizes along every

coordinate direction holding all other dimensions fixed. Algorithm 1 presents basic coordinate descent to

solve the PADP. Optimizing even a single dimension of W is hard, because it entails navigating a contin-

uous spectrum of optimal solutions to MILOPs, which does not have closed analytic form. Therefore, we

will propose a rigorous method for tractably modifying Step 7 of Algorithm 1 using SOS2 interpolation.

Algorithm 1 Coordinate Descent for maximization of W

1: ARG y0 : Initial solution in Y

2: procedure COORDINATE DESCENT(y0)

3: objPrev←−∞; objCur←W (y0); k← 0; n← dim(y0)

4: while objCur− objPrev > ε do

5: k← k+ 1;objPrev← objCur;yk← yk−1

6: for i∈ {1, . . . , n} do

7: yki = arg maxz∈Yi(yk)W (yk1 , · · · , yki−1, z, y
k
i+1, · · · , ykn)

8: objCur←W (yk)

9: return yk
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SOS2 Interpolation. Our SOS2 interpolation procedure performs approximate local search along a spec-

ified direction to produce the next candidate solution. First, we solve D second-stage models at evenly

spaced points along the search direction, obtaining a sequence of fare parameter values acting as anchors

for the SOS2 interpolation. We denote the anchors by yd := (βd,Λd) and their corresponding solutions by

(xd,sd,wd,pd) ∈ S∗(yd),∀d ∈ {1, . . . ,D}. Let Ω = {yd : d ∈ {1, . . . ,D}} be the ordered set of anchors.

Larger D values interpolate more accurately, but the solution is also more computationally expensive.

Figure 2 visualizes the selection of the next candidate solution using SOS2 variables. W is exactly eval-

uated at every anchor and approximated between the anchors using the interpolated anchor solutions. The

next candidate solution is selected where the approximation of W is maximized. Rather than directly inter-

polating W , orwir variables linearizing prsir terms, we interpolate the price and market share variables, p

and s. Otherwise, the interpolated values of W will be convex combinations of anchor valuations (straight

line segments connecting consecutive anchors in Figure 2), eliminating any chance of selecting fare param-

eters between anchors. Moreover, since the objective function’s nonlinearities are quadratic in nature due to

the multiplicative revenue terms, we capture them with this SOS2 approximation.

Figure 2 SOS2 interpolation of W value and the selection of next candidate first-stage solution y∗.

For a given number of anchor points D, the SOS2 model (Misener and Floudas 2010) is algebraically

specified as SOS2(D) ≡
{

(λ,z) ∈ RD+ × {0,1}D−1 :
∑D

d=1 λd = 1,
∑D−1

d=1 zd = 1, λ1 ≤ z1, λd ≤ zd−1 +

zd ∀d ∈ {2, . . . ,D}, λD ≤ zD−1

}
. Here, the λ variables are the convex combination weights for outputs

at fare parameters (βd,Λd), and each binary zd variable indicates whether to select the segment between

anchors d and d+ 1. Now we use the SOS2 variables to approximate W along a given coordinate axis.

Expression (31) presents the set of fare parameters, SOS2∗(Ω), that optimize approximated W given the

ordered anchor set Ω. Expression (32) denotes optimal solutions at all anchors. The optimal SOS2 vari-

ables are selected to maximize the approximated W function in Constraint (33). Finally, the approximately

optimal fares are interpolated in equation (34). The approximated objective function is quadratic, making
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(33) a mixed-integer quadratic optimization problem. Fortunately, it can be solved almost instantly to global

optimality with commercial solvers, because D is small by design.

SOS2∗(Ω) := (31){
y : (xd,sd,wd,pd)∈ S∗(yd), ∀yd ∈Ω (32)

(λ∗,z∗)∈ arg max
(λ,z)∈SOS2(D)

∑
i∈N

Ni ·
(
µPAX ·

(
ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi ·
∑
d∈D

pdr ·λd)
)
+

µREV ·
∑
r∈Ri

(∑
d∈D

(pdr ·λd) ·
∑
d∈D

(sdir ·λd)
)
−µVMT ·∆i0 ·

∑
d∈D

(sdi0 ·λd)
)

(33)

y=
∑
yd∈Ω

λ∗dy
d

}
(34)

Summary of SOS2 Coordinate Descent. We present SOS2-CD in Algorithm 2, which replaces the

one-dimensional optimization in Step 7 of Algorithm 1 with the SOS2-based approximation. The sub-

routine SEARCH DIRECTIONS provides a comprehensive ordered list of search directions that can poten-

tially be multidimensional and/or randomized (options further discussed in the next subsection); the default

is to cycle through coordinate axes, i.e. to return searchDirections = {1, . . . ,dim(y0)} when random

and multidim are both set to false. The subroutine GENERATE ANCHORS returns evenly spaced SOS2

anchors along the specified search direction. The current solution is included in the anchor set to ensure

that the new solution is at least as good as the previous. Appendix D presents subroutines SEARCH DIREC-

TIONS and GENERATE ANCHORS in full detail. After generating the anchors in Step 7, Step 8 computes an

optimal solution for each anchor, uses these anchor solutions for interpolation, and picks the solution that

maximizes approximated W over the given search direction. Step 9 computes true value of W at the new

candidate solution and updates the current solution if necessary. The algorithm iterates until convergence.

3.3. Final Algorithm

We now present three strategies that provide SOS2-CD with additional opportunities to escape local optima

and thus improve solution quality. The first strategy relaxes the assumption of deterministic search direc-

tion order. Because the order of search direction is arbitrary, we can randomize it after each iteration. We

can select this strategy by setting the random argument to TRUE. Second, since the SOS2 approximation

model is valid along any search direction intersecting the current solution, not just the coordinate axes,

an operator’s fare parameter pair (base fare and markup) defines a natural subset of dimensions to search

simultaneously. Given a pair of dimensions, this strategy randomly selects the spanning dimension, and then

selects the line’s slope in this 2D plane uniformly at random from the set of affine lines that intersect the

current solution and span the selected dimensions. Finally, it drops anchors at evenly spaced points along the

sampled line and obtains the next candidate solution maximizing approximated value ofW . While there are
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Algorithm 2 SOS2 Coordinate Descent for maximization of W

1: ARGS y0 : Initial solution in Y;D: Number of SOS2 anchors; random: Boolean, whether to randomize

search directions; multidim: Boolean, whether to use multidimensional slanted search directions

2: procedure SOS2 COORDINATE DESCENT(y0,D, random,multidim)

3: objPrev←−∞; objCur←W (y0); k← 0

4: while objCur− objPrev > ε do

5: k← k+ 1;objPrev← objCur;yk← yk−1

6: for i∈ SEARCH DIRECTIONS (random, multidim) do

7: Ω← GENERATE ANCHORS(yk, i,D)

8: Interpolate an optimal solution: draw some y∗ from SOS2∗(Ω)

9: yk← y∗ if W (y∗)> objCur else yk

10: objCur←W (yk)

11: return yk

many possibilities for multidimensional search directions, we limit to each operator’s fare parameter pair.

Thus, when the algorithm’s multidim argument is set to TRUE, the list of search directions contains three

items: (1) transit parameters, (2) MOD parameters, and (3) the discount multiplier. Whenever an operator’s

fare parameters are selected as the search direction, we sample a new affine line with the aforementioned

procedure. Appendix D fully specifies the subroutine SEARCH DIRECTIONS.

The last acceleration strategy incorporates a timed warm-start procedure. The outcome of a single round

of SOS2-CD may depend on the initial solution. From a random set of initial solutions, the basic implemen-

tation repeats SOS2-CD until a computational time budget limit has elapsed. Each repetition of SOS2-CD is

called a trajectory. The best fare parameters found across all trajectories are returned. Convergence to higher

quality solutions may be more likely given intelligent initializations. We can warm-start the algorithm by

first obtaining a few samples in the region with a specified warmStartProcedure, and selecting the best

starting points from them. The warmStartProcedure might simply be uniform sampling from the region,

or it can consist of searching the space in a more principled way, such as with Bayesian Optimization.

Algorithm 3 presents the overall solution algorithm. τWS and τ each define the time limits devoted

to the warm-start and SOS2-CD procedures, respectively. The arguments random and multidim are

Booleans indicating whether randomized and/or multidimensional search directions will be used. The

warmStartProcedure specifies the procedure for generating informed initializations.

4. Computational Results
We now discuss the accuracy and tractability of our approach through several computational experiments

using a large-scale profit maximization case study of the Greater Boston Area (see Section 5.1 for details).
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Algorithm 3 Timed SOS2-CD with warm-start initialization

1: ARGS τWS: Warm-start time limit (seconds); τ : SOS2-CD time limit (seconds); random: Boolean,

whether to randomize search directions; multidim: Boolean, whether to use multidimensional slanted

search directions; warmStartProcedure: Initialization procedure; D: Number of SOS2 anchors

2: procedure TIMED SOS2-CD(τWS , τ , random, multidim, warmStartPocedure, D)

3: objCur←−∞; Y0←∅; TWS← τWS; T ← τ ; draw y∗ ∈Y uniformly at random

4: while TWS > 0 do // generate warm-start solutions

5: Draw y ∈Y with warmStartPocedure

6: Subtract from TWS the time to run warmStartPocedure and to compute W (y)

7: if TWS ≥ 0 then: Insert (y,W (y)) into set Y0

8: while T > 0 do // execute SOS2-CD

9: if Y0 6= ∅ then: y0← arg max{W (y) : (y,W (y))∈Y0}; Remove (y0,W (y0)) from Y0

10: else: Draw y0 from Y uniformly at random

11: ŷ← SOS2 COORDINATE DESCENT (y0,D, random,multidim)

12: Subtract from T the time to run SOS2 COORDINATE DESCENT and to compute W (ŷ)

13: if W (ŷ)> objCur and T ≥ 0 then: y∗← ŷ; objCur←W (ŷ)

14: return y∗

All optimization models are solved with Gurobi v9.0 and the JuMP package in Julia v1.4 (Dunning,

Huchette, and Lubin 2017).

4.1. Comparisons under 1-Hour Computational Time Budget

We now demonstrate the superior computational performance of our approach (Algorithm 3). Table 4 com-

pares different versions of our approach, with different combinations of acceleration strategies, including

multidimensional search (SOS2-CD-MD), randomized search directions (SOS2-CD-R), both (SOS2-CD-

MD-R) and neither (SOS2-CD). None of these four approaches use intelligent warm-starts. We establish

two algorithmic benchmarks against which to compare our computational results. The first benchmark is

Brute-Force Coordinate Descent (BF-CD). BF-CD differs from SOS2-CD in the way it conducts each iter-

ation of coordinate descent. BF-CD uses a much higher number of “anchors” along the search direction

and solves a second-stage model at each anchor. Instead of the SOS2-based interpolation, it just selects the

anchor with the highest value of the second-stage objective function as the new candidate solution. The

trade-off at each iteration is a drastic computation time increase for a more accurate evaluation of the points

along the search direction. We implement BF-CD using a 1% granularity for the discount multiplier and a

$0.01 granularity for both base fares and markups. The second benchmark is Bayesian Optimization (BO)—

a global optimization method for black-box functions that are computationally expensive to evaluate and
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may not have gradients (Mockus 2012). Our black-box function is W . BO imposes upon W a prior belief

about the space of possible objective values based on the candidate solutions considered so far. The poste-

rior distribution decides which candidate solution to evaluate next, so that our sequential search successfully

explores unseen regions in the decision space and exploits regions that are more likely to host global optima

based on prior beliefs. Appendix F includes a detailed account of BO, including all hyperparameter settings.

We also tested time-limited SOS2-CD-MD-R with BO warm-starts, with varying time limit allocations

to the warm-starts. In other words, we execute Algorithm 3 where the warmStartProcedure is Bayesian

Optimization. The warm-start trials have names ending in BO-TL, where TL is the BO warm-start time

limit in minutes. Table 4 presents the performances statistics across 50 trials each with a 1-hour limit. All

outcomes are expressed in surplus USD over the average 1-hour BO benchmark performance.

First, we observe that all four variations of our approach, even without warm-starts, significantly out-

perform the BO benchmark in terms of the average (by $13.5K-$19.3K) and best-case (by $5.1K-$5.8K)

performance. Moreover, our approaches with multidimensional search (SOS2-CD-MD-R and SOS2-CD-

MD), beat the BO benchmark also on the worst-case performance across the 50 trials (by $7.5K-$22.3K).

Note that the average-case as well as the worst-case performance of the approaches with either acceleration

strategy (MD or R or both) were superior to those of the basic SOS2-CD approach. The BF-CD approach

never terminated within the one-hour time limit; in fact, BF-CD could not even evaluate one full set of

anchors in all but 7 cases. Furthermore, our approaches with warm-starts perform even better than those

without. In particular, a 40-minute BO warm-start drastically outperforms the benchmarks in the worst case

and provides the best average-case performance, while 20 minute BO warm-start provides the strongest

best-case performance. In summary, all our approaches significantly beat benchmarks, and all three accel-

eration strategies (random search, slanted search and warm-start) were found to enhance the performance

of our basic SOS2-CD solution approach.

Table 4 Objective function statistics with 1-hour time limits and 50 trials each, expressed in terms of

surplus compared to average 1-hour BO performance. ∗ Average BO performance = $3,634,074.

Objective (Thousand $)
Algorithm random multidim warmStartProcedure τWS τ Min Avg. Max

BO - - - - - −28.0 0.0∗ 18.6
SOS2-CD-MD-R-BO-50 Yes Yes BO 50 10 −11.9 15.4 24.1
SOS2-CD-MD-R-BO-40 Yes Yes BO 40 20 12.6 20.3 24.1
SOS2-CD-MD-R-BO-30 Yes Yes BO 30 30 0.0 19.7 24.0
SOS2-CD-MD-R-BO-20 Yes Yes BO 20 40 −4.3 19.1 24.6
SOS2-CD-MD-R-BO-10 Yes Yes BO 10 50 −9.8 20.0 24.2

SOS2-CD-MD-R Yes Yes - - 60 −20.5 19.0 23.7
BF-CD - - - - 60 - - 4.8

SOS2-CD No No - - 60 −103.8 13.5 24.1
SOS2-CD-MD No Yes - - 60 −5.7 19.3 24.1
SOS2-CD-R Yes No - - 60 −77.6 17.1 24.4
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4.2. Comparisons under Higher Computational Time Budgets

All comparisons in the previous subsection assumed a 1-hour computational time budget and showed the

significant superiority of our basic approach over the benchmarks, as well as the value of our acceleration

strategies. A question emerges as to whether these findings hold when longer computational budgets are

available. To answer this question, Table 5 compares performances under three time budgets - 1 hour, 6

hours, and 12 hours. We additionally provide statistics on the number of trajectories. All versions of our

approach under all time budgets outperform the BO benchmark on average. This is especially true for the

versions of SOS2-CD with acceleration strategies. The larger time budgets allow accelerated SOS2-CD to

offer robust performance. In general, the trajectories of SOS2-CD with multidimensional search (that is,

SOS2-CD-MD and SOS2-CD-MD-R) converge more quickly, allowing more trajectories to be computed

within a given time limit. BF-CD is extremely slow and did not terminate before the 12-hour time limit in

any of our runs. We report the performance statistics for BF-CD corresponding to the best solutions found

within the computational time budgets, prior to termination. While the best-case runs of BF-CD provide a

slight edge over all benchmarks (of merely $200 USD), the average-case and the worst-case performance is

significantly worse than our methods. While BF-CD is more thorough for a single random initialization, it

is too computationally intensive to properly explore the search region. Note that warm-starts did not provide

much additional value for longer time budgets and hence warm-start approaches are omitted from Table 5.

For additional analyses of the solution times and SOS2 optimality gaps, see Appendix E.

Table 5 Objective function statistics with varying time budgets and 50 trials each, expressed in terms of

surplus compared to 1-hour BO performance. ∗ Average BO performance = $3,634,074.

Time Algorithm Trajectories Objective (Thousand USD)
limit Min Avg. Max Min Avg. Max

1 hour

BO - - - −28.0 0∗ 18.6
BF-CD 0 0 0 - - 4.8
SOS2-CD 2 3.8 5 −103.8 13.5 24.1
SOS2-CD-MD 2 4.0 7 −5.7 19.3 24.1
SOS2-CD-R 2 3.8 5 −77.6 17.1 24.4
SOS2-CD-MD-R 2 4.2 6 −20.5 19.0 23.7

6 hours

BO - - - 7.7 17.9 23.9
BF-CD 0 0 0 −2132.7 −791.9 24.6
SOS2-CD 16 20.1 25 −2.7 22.3 24.3
SOS2-CD-MD 15 21.3 28 22.0 23.3 24.1
SOS2-CD-R 13 19.7 24 22.4 23.8 24.4
SOS2-CD-MD-R 15 21.4 26 21.1 23.3 24.3

12 hours

BO - - - 18.7 21.9 23.9
BF-CD 0 0 0 −2003.4 −112.7 24.6
SOS2-CD 32 39.6 50 22.0 23.7 24.3
SOS2-CD-MD 32 42.4 54 22.8 23.7 24.2
SOS2-CD-R 26 38.2 47 23.5 24.0 24.4
SOS2-CD-MD-R 31 42.7 52 22.2 23.7 24.4
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5. Insights from Practical Case Study
To inform the real-world policymakers’ decisions, we obtained practical results with the PADP model over

a Greater Boston Area case study described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 confirms that our model yields

interpretable outputs with prices in realistic ranges. An equity-oriented case study in Section 5.3 underlines

the value of accurately capturing passenger preferences. Section 5.4 demonstrates the value of cooperative

pricing. All results are obtained with the SOS2-CD-MD-R approach and a 12-hour time limit.

5.1. Greater Boston Area Case Study

We model a potential pricing alliance between the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) and a TNC

like Uber or Lyft, in the Greater Boston Area. We use Lyft data for generating case study inputs because

of fare parameter data availability (Lyft Inc. 2020). MBTA subsidizes Uber and Lyft trips as part of their

on-demand paratransit program called The RIDE Flex (MBTA 2021). We model an alliance with a wider

passenger scope that aligns with MBTA goals outlined in a recent report (MDOT 2019). In this report,

the MBTA identified 14 towns (called “urban gateways.”) adjacent to the commuter rail network whose

residents had the greatest likelihood of utilizing—and benefiting from—targeted transit expansion efforts.

We identify these 14 towns as the service region of the potential pricing alliance, as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Partial map of urban gateways, as identified by the MBTA (MDOT 2019). The regions are identi-

fied with solid-line bounding boxes. The dashed-line bounding box demarcates the region that we

identified as the inner city. (Urban gateway not depicted: Brockton, located south of the inner city.)

Our case study integrates many datasets describing travel characteristics in the Greater Boston Area

during the weekday morning commute (6-10 am). We consider passenger travel patterns for those who
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commute from the service region to the inner city (Boston and Cambridge), or those who commute locally

within the service region. We define a local commute as either working in the town of residence or in an

adjacent town that is also part of the service region. For example, commutes between Salem and Lynn or

between Burlington and Melrose are considered local. We use Origin-Destination Employment Statistics

from the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LODES) datasets provided by the U.S. Census

Bureau to approximate the commuting population at a census tract level (U.S. Census Bureau 2017).

We obtain MBTA’s commuter rail network data using MBTA General Transit Specification Feed data

(MBTA 2018), while the MOD operator corresponds to all potential direct travel options and first-mile

connections in the service region. We construct route choice sets for each passenger type by first executing

Yen’s k-shortest paths algorithm (Yen 1970). We then include in each passenger type’s route choice set their

fastest option of each mode: transit-only, MOD only, hybrid (MOD first mile to transit), and driving (which

corresponds to the outside option). We represent the utility of each route option as a linear combination

of travel and wait time; incurred costs including fare, gasoline, and parking fees as appropriate; and mode

discomfort relative to the convenience of driving. The discount activation categories correspond to town

pairs. In other words, a discount might be activated from any town in the service region to the inner city, to

an adjacent town that is also part of the service region, or to itself. In total, there are 77 discount activation

categories in the case study. We allow each operator to set fares up to a maximum of $10 for base fares, $5

per mile for distance-based markups, and a maximum 0.5 for discount multiplier. Transit-only routes are

not eligible for discount, while all others are. Appendix G provides more details about the case study.

5.2. Model Validation

First, we will demonstrate that the allied fare-setting model sets route prices in realistic and reasonable

ranges from a practical standpoint. Further, we find that the optimal fares intuitively reflect various port-

folios of alliance priorities. We vary the objective function coefficients µ, i.e., relative weights among the

three performance metrics: revenue, passenger utility, and VMT. In particular, we focus on regimes with

varying combinations of priorities between revenue and passenger utility (i.e., setting µVMT = 0), as well as

between revenue and VMT (i.e., setting µPAX = 0). We do not emphasize regimes that completely exclude

revenue as a priority, because they intuitively result in zero fares and are not interesting from an analysis

standpoint. Thus, all experiments have µREV > 0. We also do not analyze regimes that vary all three metrics

for reasons explained later in this section. Table 6 presents summary statistics about route prices, system uti-

lization, and system-wide performance metrics across the tested priority regimes. Figure 4 depicts optimal

fare parameters and discount multipliers, demonstrating the different fare-setting strategies of each regime.

We extract a few representative solutions from Table 6 and present them in Table 7 alongside real-world

fares, and the corresponding ridership values obtained by our model for the real-world fares. We compute

the MOD base fare by combining Lyft’s published minimum fare and service fee, and we compute their
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Table 6 Aggregate metrics for different operator priority regimes. System-wide performance metrics are

normalized against best possible values. System utilization (util.) is the alliance’s total market share, i.e. the

percentage of travelers electing to travel on a transit, MOD, or hybrid option instead of driving a

single-occupancy vehicle.

Objective weights Route price ($) Performance System
µPAX µREV µVMT Min. Mean Max. PAX REV VMT util. %

1.0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 50.32%
1.0 0.2 0 $0.00 $0.04 $0.54 99.26% 3.19% 100.59% 50.32%
1.0 0.4 0 $0.18 $4.24 $12.29 80.15% 61.62% 113.01% 45.02%
1.0 0.6 0 $3.63 $7.88 $23.62 70.50% 78.38% 117.89% 40.20%
1.0 0.8 0 $6.63 $10.43 $25.89 64.61% 85.66% 120.39% 37.33%
1.0 1.0 0 $7.04 $12.00 $28.14 59.99% 90.04% 122.35% 35.93%
0.8 1.0 0 $7.17 $13.14 $29.66 56.35% 92.79% 123.81% 34.95%
0.6 1.0 0 $7.47 $15.20 $31.64 51.94% 95.39% 125.33% 32.95%
0.4 1.0 0 $6.91 $16.27 $38.89 46.81% 97.57% 127.13% 31.82%
0.2 1.0 0 $8.59 $18.59 $45.27 40.03% 99.33% 129.17% 29.95%
0 1.0 0 $10.00 $21.58 $60.37 30.91% 100.00% 131.65% 27.65%
0 1.0 0.2 $9.71 $18.28 $42.20 45.90% 97.77% 127.10% 29.95%
0 1.0 0.4 $8.52 $16.41 $36.63 59.59% 89.37% 121.46% 30.97%
0 1.0 0.6 $8.50 $13.02 $25.58 70.54% 76.54% 116.32% 33.99%
0 1.0 0.8 $5.22 $11.13 $21.65 80.62% 56.33% 110.38% 35.17%
0 1.0 1.0 $1.83 $8.39 $14.59 90.11% 29.53% 104.39% 37.83%
0 0.8 1.0 $0.00 $6.77 $10.00 95.40% 10.83% 100.87% 39.48%
0 0.6 1.0 $0.00 $6.67 $9.96 95.58% 10.45% 100.81% 39.54%
0 0.4 1.0 $0.00 $3.70 $6.00 97.63% 6.53% 100.43% 44.04%
0 0.2 1.0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 50.32%
0 0 1.0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 50.32%

(a) Optimal fare parameter values.

(b) Optimal discount characteristics.

Figure 4 Optimal fares across varying alliance priority regimes.
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markup by combining the published markups per unit distance and time, assuming an average vehicle speed

of 25 mph (Lyft Inc. 2020). We ignore fare multipliers utilized to manage the two-sided market, since they

are outside the scope of this work; note that this may lead to slight undercounting of real MOD fares and

slight overcounting of the real ridership. The real-world MBTA commuter rail base fare and markup are

interpolated from its zone-based pricing structure, which assigns higher prices to farther zones (MBTA

2020). While all regimes have slightly lower ridership than that under real fares, all benchmarks achieve

non-negligible improvements in system-wide metrics. In particular, the REV, REV+PAX, and REV+VMT

regimes respectively achieve objective value increases of 47.4%, 5.6%, and 1.8% respectively.

Table 7 Summary statistics of representative priority regimes. REV, REV+PAX, and REV+VMT regimes

respectively have objective weights (µREV , µPAX , µVMT ) equal to (1,0,0), (1,1,0), and (1,0,1). “% routes

discounted” provides the proportion of routes in the system with activated discounts. “Number of travelers”

is the total alliance passenger count originating within the alliance service region.

Priority regime Base fares ($) Markups ($/mile) Discount % routes Number of
MOD Transit MOD Transit Multiplier discounted travelers

Real fares $4.53 $4.50 $1.07 $0.16 0% 0% 25,816
REV $10.00 $10.00 $2.37 $0.63 50% 31.20% 18,309
REV+PAX $10.00 $8.50 $0.56 $0.25 31% 70.13% 23,793
REV+VMT $10.00 $1.83 $0.16 $0.00 50% 6.50% 25,051

As shown in Table 6, each set of priorities induces interpretable optimal prices and passenger deci-

sions. The minimum, mean, and maximum real-world route prices in the service region are respectively

$4, $10.23, and $54.46, while those given by our model are in the range $0-$60.37; thus optimal fares

are set at the correct order of magnitude across all regimes. Intuitively, route prices are the highest for the

revenue maximizing regime, and they decrease gradually as the importance of VMT or passenger utility

increases. System-wide performance metrics are normalized against the best possible values across tested

regimes, naturally achieved by each metric’s corresponding single-objective optimization. The lowest rev-

enue is achieved in regimes that solely maximize passenger utility or minimize VMT, because very low

prices achieve very low revenues, but increase passenger happiness and entice more passengers away from

single-occupancy vehicles. Analogously, the highest fares achieve the highest revenue, with more passen-

gers electing to travel outside the system, and lowering overall passenger utility. System-wide outcomes

vary smoothly with gradually changing alliance priorities. Note that even under single-objective revenue

maximization,, route prices remain in the ballpark of real-world fares. While both base fares and discount

multiplier reach their upper limits, the both optimal markups stay in the interior of the allowable range.

We attribute the model’s realism to the incorporation of the endogenous passenger choice model into the

fare-setting model, as opposed to modeling exogenous demand parametrically. These intuitive observations

confirm that our fare-setting model is suitable for generating trustworthy qualitative insights.
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At a quick glance, minimizing VMT and maximizing passenger utility seem to achieve similar outcomes

in Table 6—lower prices and higher system utilization—raising the question of why it is worth modeling

them separately. We turn to Figure 4 to illustrate how each objective yields qualitatively very different

designs. As VMT minimization increases in importance (moving from the middle towards the right in Fig-

ure 4a), the markup is zeroed out, equalizing fares across longer and shorter routes. The elimination of a

distance-based markup entices more longer-distance commuters to travel on the allied network, thus lower-

ing VMT. When the system maximizes passenger utility, a more nuanced fare structure emerges to address

heterogeneous passenger preferences. All pricing levers are employed: base fares, markups, discount multi-

pliers, and discount activations. Higher markups and base fares are coupled with more numerous discounts

across hybrid options, illustrated in the left halves of both Figures 4a and 4b. Thus, prioritization of each

objective (PAX versus VMT) results in similar system-wide performance metrics by qualitatively different

means. To extract the corresponding fare designs, we consider case studies prioritizing at most one of PAX

and VMT at a time, with varying weights for revenue. Section 5.3 further investigates geographic factors.

Finally, note that the variation in system utilization due to allied fare-setting is small compared to the

integrated network’s total loads. Before the pandemic, MBTA’s bus load factor during peak hours was

already below 75% (Hicks 2017). MBTA commuter rail transported around 120k passengers on an average

weekday in 2018 (MBTA 2022), with 81.2% of inbound ridership on peak trains (BRMPO 2012), yielding

approximately 49k travelers on MBTA commuter rail during the AM rush. Moreover, approximately 116k

daily TNC rides were destined for Boston in 2018, while another 15.3k originated in the alliance service

region every day (MDPU 2018). In contrast, the ridership numbers in Table 7 show that the alliance’s

ridership under real fares is a small proportion of the entire integrated network and that the system is capable

of accommodating all demand redistribution as a result of allied fare-setting. In fact, Table 7 shows that

the aggregate alliance ridership is slightly lower than under real fares. Thus, drops on other routes will

compensate for the slight ridership increases that may happen on certain routes under our proposed pricing

alliance, ensuring that the system-wide transit load factors and MOD detour times are expected to remain

largely unchanged as a result of the pricing alliance. We conclude that the linked resource reallocation

problem need not be considered, when looking for rapid gains through pricing alliance formation.

5.3. Ensuring Equitable Access through a Refined Income-Aware Model Specification

Our fare-setting model captures passenger’s travel preferences and travel decisions when designing fares, a

critical step to satisfying passenger needs. However, different groups of passengers may have very different

preferences. Ignoring such differences can lead to inequitable and socially undesirable outcomes. After all,

equity is a key driver for integrating on-demand services into public transportation options. Acknowledging

this challenge, in this section we further refine our choice model and quantify the impacts of this nuanced

model specification on system-wide metrics compared to an aggregated, average-case choice model.
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To this end, we augment our case study. Towns targeted for transit expansion by the MBTA in our case

study have wide-ranging median household incomes, translating into varying price sensitivities. Affluent

travelers’ route choice decisions are less susceptible to changing fares than those of low-income travelers.

To partly account for such passenger heterogeneity, we compute a ratio of each town’s median household

income to the average of the median household incomes across the entire service region (U.S. Census

Bureau 2018). We use this income ratio to scale passengers’ price sensitivities. See Appendix G for details.

Table 8 Allied system’s daily morning rush ridership with (Refined) and without (Base) the choice model

refinement, their percentage difference (Diff.), real-world ridership (Real), median household income (HHI), and

average distance (Dist.) of alliance routes originating in the corresponding town and ending in the inner city.

HHI Dist. REV+PAX REV REV+VMT
Town $K Miles Base Refined Diff. Base Refined Diff. Base Refined Diff. Real
Lawrence 41.6 32.4 1585 1982 125% 918 1881 205% 1331 2065 155% 1566
Lowell 52.0 30.8 2000 2525 126% 1285 1565 122% 1852 2633 142% 2115
Lynn 54.6 13.5 3539 3769 107% 2283 2560 112% 3615 3188 88% 4023
Brockton 55.1 24.6 3498 3709 106% 1949 3364 173% 3416 3919 115% 3872
Salem 65.6 18.9 1885 2043 108% 1189 1382 116% 1961 1786 91% 2171
Haverhill 67.6 39.1 1605 1746 109% 1068 1214 114% 1630 1809 111% 1801
Framingham 79.1 26.1 1203 1327 110% 780 936 120% 1093 1117 102% 1198
Waltham 85.7 11.8 1974 1873 95% 1597 1713 107% 2101 1946 93% 2249
Woburn 88.7 14.3 1795 1828 102% 1479 1633 110% 2047 1910 93% 2199
Stoneham 94.8 11.6 761 785 103% 610 691 113% 880 830 94% 948
Wakefield 95.3 13.3 1004 1007 100% 783 889 114% 1140 1076 94% 1228
Melrose 103.7 9.8 810 821 101% 637 711 112% 889 842 95% 949
Burlington 105.4 17.6 1091 1144 105% 975 1053 108% 1264 1193 94% 1340
Reading 112.6 16.6 846 871 103% 703 787 112% 972 927 95% 1038
Winchester 159.5 10.8 197 207 105% 193 198 103% 218 210 96% 227

We compare the allied system ridership across priority regimes and towns under fares corresponding to

base (i.e., income-agnostic) as well as refined (i.e., income-aware) choice models. We first calculate fares

using the fare-setting model incorporating income-agnostic and income-aware choice models separately,

and then evaluate both fare designs by calculating (and reporting in Table 8) ridership using only the income-

aware choice model. Due to the use of the income-aware model, the system ridership in the REV+PAX

regime increases by 13% on average for the towns with below-average median HHI compared to a less

than 2% average increase for the towns with above-average median HHI. While ridership increases across

the board due to generally lower fares, the greatest increases occur in Lawrence and Lowell, which are the

two towns with the lowest median household incomes. The lower middle-income bracket (Lynn, Brockton,

Salem, Haverhill, and Framingham) sees the next-highest ridership increase. Similar trends are observed in

the REV regime: ridership increases across all towns due to the fact that higher revenue can be achieved with

lower fares and higher volume. The above-average income towns gain ridership by only 10% on average,

while the below-average income towns have a 37% gain.
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In contrast to the 7% and 23% average ridership gains in REV+PAX and REV regimes, average ridership

grows by less than 4% in the REV+VMT regime. But interestingly, this regime has significantly larger

ridership increases for longer distance passengers. In particular, the five towns that are farthest from the

inner city area—Lawrence, Lowell, Brockton, Haverhill, and Framingham—are the exact five towns with

ridership increases. Their average increase is about 25% while the remaining 10 towns see an average 7%

drop in ridership. Thus, the REV+VMT regime increases access to the allied network for commuters who

are farther from the inner city. Overall, the prioritized system-wide objectives improved by 19.16%, 0.35%

and 0.99% respectively for REV+PAX, REV, and REV+VMT regimes compared to the real-world fares.

These results underline the importance of capturing passenger preference heterogeneity to amplify our

model’s practical impact. A choice model that reflects passenger preferences more accurately improves

system-wide outcomes and especially maximizes passenger benefits. We conclude that our income-aware

refined model improves transportation equity for passengers—as compared to the income-agnostic aggre-

gate model—making it a valuable tool for transit agencies to incorporate into strategic decision-making.

5.4. Quantifying the Value of Cooperation

To quantify the value of operator cooperation for operators and passengers, we solve the non-cooperative

fare-setting model for all allied priorities depicted in Table 6. In each experiment, the transit operator’s

priorities are identical to alliance priorities, whereas the MOD operator always maximizes revenue. Thus,

our experiment reflects an assumption that the prospective alliance will adopt the transit operator’s priorities.

Figure 5 depicts the non-cooperative equilibrium fares. Discount multipliers are not included since they

are not applicable in the non-cooperative setting. Table 9 compares allied outcomes to corresponding non-

cooperative outcomes. In particular, we report the percentage increase in the alliance objective compared

to that computed under the non-cooperative setting (transit obj. % inc.), and the percentage increase in

MOD operator revenue due to the alliance (MOD rev. % inc.). We also provide the revenue allocations

to both operators as determined by the revenue allocation mechanism in Section 2.4. The non-cooperative

system utilization and non-cooperative average route prices are also provided for each experiment. Figure

6 illustrates passenger mode choices across all tested regimes for both allied and non-cooperative fares.

Figure 5 Non-cooperative fare parameters for different transit operator priorities.
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Table 9 Allied vs. non-cooperative outcomes. Transit operator’s priorities represented as µTR.

Transit obj. weights Transit obj. MOD rev. MOD allied Transit allied System Route price
µPAXTR µREVTR µVMT

TR % inc. % inc. rev. alloc. rev. alloc. util. % ($) Mean
1.0 0 0 9.60% 0.00% $501.90K -$501.90K 35.01% $12.83
1.0 0.2 0 6.87% 0.00% $501.90K -$501.90K 35.01% $12.83
1.0 0.4 0 4.93% 0.00% $487.91K $1848.89K 32.41% $13.45
1.0 0.6 0 4.80% 0.00% $479.04K $2337.68K 30.46% $14.78
1.0 0.8 0 5.45% 0.00% $473.18K $2624.27K 29.21% $15.83
1.0 1.0 0 7.57% 0.00% $468.14K $2824.63K 28.16% $16.96
0.8 1.0 0 27.71% 0.00% $465.06K $2940.94K 27.39% $17.77
0.6 1.0 0 5.82% 0.00% $462.29K $3022.50K 26.70% $18.54
0.4 1.0 0 1.31% 0.00% $460.45K $3101.99K 26.43% $18.66
0.2 1.0 0 0.54% 1.04% $463.61K $3173.57K 26.00% $18.97
0 1.0 0 0.33% 1.33% $462.79K $3195.02K 25.65% $19.24
0 1.0 0.2 1.55% 4.42% $481.71K $3108.48K 26.66% $18.50
0 1.0 0.4 0.52% 0.00% $465.54K $2839.52K 27.50% $18.07
0 1.0 0.6 0.37% 4.34% $492.25K $2376.74K 28.67% $17.40
0 1.0 0.8 0.51% 0.00% $482.97K $1573.28K 31.13% $15.33
0 1.0 1.0 0.54% 0.00% $494.38K $591.27K 33.48% $13.76
0 0.8 1.0 0.60% 0.00% $501.90K -$105.59K 35.01% $12.83
0 0.6 1.0 0.73% 0.00% $501.90K -$119.73K 35.01% $12.83
0 0.4 1.0 0.92% 0.00% $501.90K -$262.97K 35.01% $12.83
0 0.2 1.0 1.36% 0.00% $501.90K -$501.90K 35.01% $12.83
0 0 1.0 1.90% 0.00% $501.90K -$501.90K 35.01% $12.83

Figure 6 Market shares by mode across priority regimes for allied and non-cooperative fare-setting models.

Figure 5 illustrates that the MOD operator’s revenue-maximizing strategy remains relatively constant,

regardless of the transit operator’s priorities. Still, when the transit operator prioritizes VMT minimization or

passenger benefits maximization, the MOD operator selects higher fare parameters (mainly through higher

markups) than in the corresponding allied settings. Thus, the average route price (Route price ($) Mean)

columns in Tables 6 and 9 show that the non-cooperative average route prices are higher than average allied

route prices in every regime except for the one where the transit operator only prioritizes revenue.

In scenarios that partially maximize passenger benefits or minimize VMT, the alliance sets MOD fare

parameters lower than in the non-cooperative regime (Figure 4a vs. 5). Figure 6 shows that MOD-only mar-

ket shares decrease and hybrid market shares increase in the non-cooperative regime as passenger benefits

or VMT are increasingly prioritized. We can conclude that, although fewer passengers utilize MOD-only
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options in non-cooperative scenarios where the transit operator is VMT- or passenger-oriented, a higher

volume of passengers selects hybrid options due to the very low (or free) transit fares observed in Figure

5. Thus, the MOD operator earns more revenue in those non-cooperative scenarios in which the transit

operator is more altruistic. This is reflected in the revenue allocation mechanism: observe in Table 9 that

the MOD operator earns strictly more revenue in almost all regimes where the transit operator is not solely

a revenue maximizer, even though the system as a whole generates strictly less total revenue, as seen in

comparison with Table 6. The revenue allocation mechanism ensures that the MOD operator receives their

non-cooperative earnings, despite the lower MOD fares that the alliance sets to achieve lower VMT or

higher passenger benefits. This in turn reduces the transit’s revenue allocation as high VMT or low pas-

senger benefits are increasingly penalized. On the other hand, the transit operator always strictly improves

its objective of optimizing total system-wide performance, however it chooses to define it. As a result, the

MOD operator interestingly finds it in its interest to adopt transit’s priorities as transit increasingly diverges

from revenue maximization. In other words, the revenue-maximizing MOD operator would not prefer a

revenue-maximizing alliance. In fact, the MOD operator would benefit most from total altruism on transit’s

side (an exclusive focus on either passenger utility or VMT reduction). Passengers win due to the strictly

lower prices and higher system utilization that result from such alliances.

The transit operator must ultimately set the ceiling in terms of the price they are willing to pay for

the alliance benefits. Table 9 shows that the transit agency runs a deficit to appease the MOD operator if

its revenue emphasis is too low. A deficit alone might not be enough to dissuade the transit agency from

participating in the alliance: as we have noted, every public transit mode operates at a loss, especially on-

demand options (Kane, Tomer, and Puentes 2016). To weigh the financial implications of an alliance, the

agency may compare the magnitude of the loss to the cost of the analogous MOD system operated by

transit on their own in the absence of outsourcing through an alliance. Oftentimes, transit agencies also

receive grants to fund pricing alliances (Federal Transp. Administration 2016), and the daily deficit rate

can be compared to the grant award amount and intended duration. To enable a daily deficit rate that keeps

pace with financial resources over time, the transit agency may propose to reset overall performance metric

goals to induce different optimal fares, or to adjust the geographic and/or temporal scope of the alliance.

In the end, each transit agency is expected to choose the trade-off point between its financial, passenger-

focused, and environmental goals that most closely aligns with their overall policy and various practical

and financial constraints. Regardless, our allied and non-cooperative fare-setting models together with our

revenue allocation mechanism jointly provide a toolkit usable by transit agencies to weigh these trade-offs

as they evaluate a potential pricing alliance.

6. Conclusions, Limitations and Future Directions
We contribute a pricing alliance design framework to enable incentive-aligned collaboration between transit

agencies and MOD operators. Our allied fare-setting model captures the interdependent decisions of pas-

sengers and operators, allowing the alliance to maximize benefits for all stakeholders across the integrated
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network. The prescriptive pricing framework can be generalized to different types of large-scale alliances

with varying MOD operators, service populations, fare structures, service goals, and network configurations.

We accomplish large scale by developing a tractable two-stage fare-setting formulation equivalent to the

original mixed-integer non-convex optimization problem, which we then solve with a tailored SOS2 coor-

dinate descent approach. From a technical standpoint, our approach selects consistently and significantly

higher quality solutions than benchmarks based on Bayesian Optimization, enabling additional system-

wide benefits worth tens of thousands dollars per day over the service region. Practically speaking, the high

quality solutions from our allied fare-setting model together with our dedicated revenue allocation mech-

anism work together to align revenue-oriented MOD operators with transit goals of passenger utility and

single-occupancy VMT reduction. In other words, cooperative pricing results in win-win-win outcomes for

passengers, MOD operators, and transit agencies. Finally, the income-aware nuanced version of our fare-

setting model helps enhance passenger equity-related goals: by tuning passenger route choice models, the

alliance can prioritize lower fares and higher utilization for low-income or long-distance commuters.

Our analysis is based on a few assumptions which can be relaxed in future work. We assumed that the

MOD operator serves as a contractor to the transit agency and agrees to set static fares for trips in the inte-

grated system. While this is one good way to ensure public sector prices are transparently communicated,

it may also be possible to set fare schemes that allow MOD operators, especially TNCs, to maintain their

dynamic prices, perhaps through the transit operator subsidizing the cost of a passenger’s trip up to a fixed

dollar amount. Additionally, we model average-case travel times over a fixed set of route options for the

MOD operator’s portion of the network to represent average-case operations, which simplifies their typi-

cally dynamic routing scheme. In other words, we consider the case where the alliance sets one permanent

fare scheme that is optimized for average-case performance. Future research may consider optimizing for

the worst-case performance, and/or integrating dynamic routing into the fare-setting model if the alliance

prefers dynamic fares, requiring the integration of two complex problem classes. Finally, we did not incor-

porate joint resource reallocation into the pricing scheme, due to the observation that the system is capable

of accommodating all demand re-distributions attributed to changing prices. This assumption works well

for our case study over the Greater Boston Area because the allied system’s ridership is a small fraction of

the larger service region with a high-capacity existing network. Future research could consider relaxing this

assumption to generalize the analysis by jointly modeling the capacity allocation and pricing decisions.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 1: Two-stage Decomposition is Equivalent to Full Formulation

Given an optimal solution from each formulation, we construct a feasible solution for the other with the same objective

value. In this section, we introduce the following notation for a non-discounted route price r ∈ R, for expositional

brevity:

σr(β) =
∑
k∈Or

(β0
k + ∆rk ·β∆

k ). (35)

PADP-FS2SD → PADP-FS. Let (β2SD,Λ2SD,x2SD,s2SD,w2SD,p2SD) be an optimal solution to the PADP-

FS2SD model with objective value z2SD. We construct the following solution to the PADP-FS model.

βFS =β2SD

ΛFS = Λ2SD

xFS =x2SD

sFS = s2SD

pFS = p2SD

(36)

We demonstrate feasibility of (36) to the PADP-FS model.

• xFS are binary by construction.

• Constraints (6) and (7) hold by construction.

• Constraints (8) and (9) are feasible due to constraints (18), (21), and (22). For a given i ∈ N , constraints (18)

and (22) ensure that

sFSir ∝ exp(uir +αi · pFSr ) ∀r ∈Ri, and

sFSi0 ∝ exp(ui0).

Constraint (21) forces each sir and si0 to be normalized by exp(ui0) +
∑

r∈Ri
exp(uir + αi · pFSr ). The result

follows.

• Constraints (10) - (12) hold by definition of B and L.

Finally, to show that solution (36) has the same objective value as z2SD, we must only prove that pFSr · sFSir = w2SD
ir

for all i∈N and r ∈Ri, which follows directly from Constraints (19) and (23).

PADP-FS→ PADP-FS2SD. Let (βFS,ΛFS,pFS,sFS,xFS) be an optimal solution to the PADP-FS model with

objective value zFS . We construct the following solution to the PADP-FS2SD model.

β2SD =βFS

Λ2SD = ΛFS

x2SD =xFS

s2SD = sFS

w2SD
ir = pFSr · sFSir ∀i∈N , r ∈Ri
p2SD = pFS

(37)

First we demonstrate the feasibility of (37) to PADP-FS2SD.

• s2SD, w2SD and p2SD are non-negative and x2SD are binary by construction.

• Constraints (18) and (22): Consider any i∈N . For r ∈Ri \RDE, and by expressions (8) and (9),

γir(β
2SD,0) · s2SD

ir = γir(β
FS,0) · sFSir
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=
exp(ui0)

exp(uir +αi · pFSr )
· exp(uir +αi · pFSr )

ui0 +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · pFSs )

=
exp(ui0)

ui0 +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · pFSs )

= sFSi0 = s2SD
i0 .

Thus constraints (22) are satisfied. Now, consider any a ∈ A with r ∈ Ria. If x2SD
a = 0, then we can use the

exact same argument as above to confirm that γir(β2SD,0) · s2SD
ir = s2SD

i0 again holds. Since

γir(β
2SD,Λ2SD) · s2SD

ir ≤ γir(β2SD,0) · s2SD
ir = s2SD

i0

≤ γi0(β2SD,0)

≤ γi0(β2SD,0) + γir(β
2SD,Λ2SD) · s2SD

ir

= γir(β
2SD,Λ2SD) · s2SD

ir +M s
ir · (1−x2SD

a ),

the constraints hold. A similar argument applies when x2SD
a = 1.

• Constraints (19) and (23): For any i∈N , Constraints (23) hold by construction for all r ∈Ri \RDE. For a∈A
with r ∈Ria, we have w2SD

ir = p2SD
r · s2SD

ir regardless of the value of x2SD
a . If x2SD

a = 0, then

(1−Λ2SD) ·σr(β2SD) · s2SD
ir ≤w2SD

ir = σr(β
2SD) · s2SD

ir

= (1−Λ2SD) ·σr(β2SD) · s2SD
ir + Λ2SD ·σr(β2SD) · s2SD

ir

≤ (1−Λ2SD) ·σr(β2SD) · s2SD
ir + Λ2SD ·σr(β2SD)

= (1−Λ2SD) ·σr(β2SD) · s2SD
ir +Mw

ir · (1−x2SD
a ),

and hence constraints (19) hold. A similar argument applies when x2SD
a = 1.

• Constraints (21): Consider any i∈N . By expressions (8) and (9),

s2SD
i0 +

∑
r∈Ri

s2SD
ir = sFSi0 +

∑
r∈Ri

sFSir

=
exp(ui0)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · pFSs )

+

∑
r∈Ri

exp(uir +αi · pFSr )

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi · pFSs )

= 1.

• Constraints (24) and (25) hold by construction.

• Constraints β ∈B and Λ∈L hold by construction.

Now we show that solution (37) to Formulation PADP-FS2SD has the same objective value of zFS .

z2SD =
∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX · (ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi · p2SD
r ) +µREV ·

∑
r∈Ri

w2SD
ir −µVMT · (∆i0 · s2SD

i0 )
]

=
∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX · (ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi · p2SD
r ) +µREV ·

∑
r∈Ri

p2SD
r · s2SD

ir −µVMT · (∆i0 · s2SD
i0 )

]
=
∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAX · (ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi · pFSr ) +µREV ·
∑
r∈Ri

pFSr · sFSir −µVMT · (∆i0 · sFSi0 )
]

= zFS
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Appendix B: Non-cooperative Fare-setting Game and Iterated Best Response Algorithm

To benchmark the solutions of our allied fare-setting model, we formulate the non-cooperative fare-setting problem

between a transit operator and an MOD operator. When they are not allied, each operator can only make fare-setting

decisions over their portion of the integrated network. The discount activation decision is not applicable in this context,

and operators set their own fare parameters so as to optimize their prioritized performance metrics over the integrated

network, subject to endogenous passenger decisions.

First we introduce new notation. Let µk = (µPAXk , µREVk , µVMT
k ) be the relative priority weights of operator k ∈O

for each system-wide performance metric. For a given k ∈ O, let −k indicate the other operator, i.e. the singleton

−k ∈ O \ {k}. Each operator sets fare parameters βk = (β0
k , β

∆
k ). Let Bk := [β0

min, β
0
max]× [β∆

min, β
∆
max] be the set

of valid fare parameters that operator k can set. Let si0(β) and sir(β) respectively denote the market shares of the

outside option and of route r ∈Ri for passenger type i∈N , as functions by both operators’ fare parameters β.

sir(β) =
exp(uir +αi ·σr(β))

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi ·σs(β))

i∈N , r ∈Ri

si0(β) =
exp(ui0)

exp(ui0) +
∑

s∈Ri
exp(uis +αi ·σs(β))

i∈N

Let β̂−k denote the fixed fare parameter decisions of operator−k. Then σr(βk; β̂−k) denotes the non-discounted price

of route r ∈R as a function of the fare parameter decisions of operator k, parameterized by the fixed decisions of oper-

ator −k, where σr is originally defined in Equation (35). Similarly, sir(βk; β̂−k) and si0(βk; β̂−k) represent market

shares as functions of the fare parameter decisions of operator k, given fixed decisions of operator −k. Formulation

PADP-NC is the non-cooperative fare setting model of operator k.

(PADP-NC) max
βk∈Bk

Wk(βk; β̂−k) ≡ max
βk∈Bk

∑
i∈N

Ni ·
[
µPAXk ·

(
ui0 +

∑
r∈Ri

(uir +αi ·σr(βk; β̂−k))
)
+

µREVk ·
∑
r∈Ri

σr(βk; β̂−k) · sir(βk; β̂−k)−

µVMT
k · (∆i0 · si0(βk; β̂−k))

]
An operator’s non-cooperative fare-setting model is a simplified version of the allied fare-setting model, with more

restricted decisions. Operator k sets their fare parameters within allowable bounds to maximize system-wide benefits

over the integrated network, subject to the induced passenger decisions and for given fare parameters set by the other

operator. Each operator’s model has two decision variables: their base fare and their distance-based markup. Fare

parameters β must satisfy condition (38) below to be considered a solution to the non-cooperative fare setting problem.

βk = arg max
β′
k
∈Bk

Wk(β
′
k;β−k) k ∈O (38)

When fare parameters β satisfy condition (38), they define a Nash equilibrium (NE), or more precisely, a pure strategy

Nash equilibrium. Fare parameters form an NE when neither operator can unilaterally change their pricing strategy to

improve their own objective, given the fare parameters set by the other operator. We compute an NE using an iterated

best response algorithm, which takes turns alternating between each operator’s optimal fare parameters computation

in response to their competitor’s fixed fare parameters, until convergence.
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A pure strategy Nash equilibrium to the non-cooperative fare-setting game is a set of fares such that each opera-

tor’s decision is the optimal response given the other operator’s fare parameters. An iterated best response algorithm

randomly initializes the fare parameters and lets each operator take turns setting their best response. The algorithm

converges when neither operator can gain by changing their response (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991).

Algorithm 4 Iterated best response for non-cooperative fare setting
1: procedure ITERATED BEST RESPONSE(ε)

2: βk← uniform draw from Bk for each k ∈O

3: objPrevk←−∞ for each k ∈O

4: objCurk←Wk(β) for each k ∈O

5: while maxk∈O(objCurk− objPrevk)> ε do

6: for k ∈O do

7: objPrevk← objCurk

8: obj←maxβ′
k
∈BkWk(β

′
k;β−k)

9: if obj > objCurk then

10: objCurk← obj

11: βk← arg maxβ′
k
∈BkWk(β

′
k;β−k)

12: return β

In general, without proof of existence of a Nash equilibrium, Algorithm 4 is not guaranteed to converge, let alone

to the same β in the face of random initializations. To prevent infinite oscillation, a maximum iteration limit can

potentially be implemented. Yet, in all runs of our computational experiments performed when generating Table 9, a

unique NE was always obtained across the 10 random initializations in a given row of the table.

Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 2: Revenue Allocation Mechanism

Proof of Lemma (2a): The MOD operator participates in the alliance whenever they can earn at least as much

revenue by cooperating with the transit agency as they can otherwise. By construction,

ΦMOD((fk(β
nc))k∈O, f(βa,Λa)) = fMOD(βnc) +

(
δ
2

)+ ≥ fMOD(βnc),

so the result follows.

Proof of Lemma (2b): In the case that allied revenue exceeds combined non-cooperative revenue, we show that the

allocation is a Nash bargaining solution, which is a classic payment rule guaranteeing properties of Pareto efficiency,

symmetry, scale invariance, and independence of irrelevant alternatives.

We frame the alliance revenue allocation problem as a collective bargaining problem. Let the disagreement outcome

be the operator revenues resulting from non-cooperation, d= (fk(β
nc))k∈O. LetX be the set of all revenue allocations
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such that each operator receives at least their disagreement outcome, and such that the sum of revenue allocations does

not exceed allied revenue p= f(βa,Λa).

X (d, p) :=
{(
ak
)
k∈O : ak ≥ dk,∀k ∈O;

∑
k∈O

ak ≤ p
}

LetF be the set of all such allocation problems, with each (d, p)∈F corresponding to a different allocation problem

(i.e., a different potential alliance). We seek an allocation solution function Φ :F →X that allocates the available profit

according to the axioms of Pareto efficiency, symmetry, scale invariance, and independence of irrelevant alternatives.

It is known that Nash bargaining solutions – which satisfy the above axioms– exactly coincide with optimal solutions

to optimization problem (39).

max
a∈X(d,p)

∏
k∈O

(ak− dk) (39)

Expression (40) clearly solves (39).

dk +
p−

∑
k∈O dk

2
= fk(β

nc) +
δ

2
≡Φk(d, p), ∀k ∈O (40)

To establish the core property, we point to Lemma (2a), as well as the fact that ΦTR(d, p)≥ fTR(βnc) in the case that

δ≥ 0. This proves Lemma (2a).

Appendix D: SOS2 Coordinate Descent Subroutines

This section specifies subroutines of SOS2 Coordinate Descent, presented in Algorithm 2. The subroutine SEARCH

DIRECTIONS provides a comprehensive ordered list of search directions that can be multidimensional and/or random-

ized or neither. The subroutine GENERATE ANCHORS computes an ordered set of evenly spaced SOS2 anchors along

the specified search direction. In case of a multidimensional search direction, we determine the range of slopes that

will ensure that the line spans the selected dimension, and sample uniformly from that range.

Figure 7 visualizes the computation of the slope range in lines (16)-(21) of the GENERATE ANCHORS procedure.

The most negative slope of a line passing through the current solution is determined by the maximum of the slopes

of the two line segments connecting the current solution to the upper left and bottom right corners of the diagram.

Similarly, the most positive slope is determined by the minimum of the slopes of the two line segments connecting the

current solution to the lower left and upper right corners.

Appendix E: Performance of Algorithm Components

In this section, we examine the performance of individual components of the algorithm.

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of solution times in seconds for the second-stage model. Each calculation of W ,

which requires solving the second-stage model once, needs on average 5.7 seconds of CPU time, which is fast enough

to be useful, but slow enough to warrant judicious selection of candidate first-stage solution points to evaluate. Each

of the 31,553 observations was obtained in under one minute. The observations were aggregated across all solutions

of the second-stage model represented in the paper, including runs of SOS2-CD, BF-CD, and BO.

Figure 9 depicts the accuracy of the SOS2 model with anchors placed at 10% intervals for the discount multiplier

axis and at $1 intervals for the rest of the fare parameters. In each trial, a fare parameter combination and a search

dimension were selected uniformly at random. The “true optimal” fare parameters for each trial (i.e., each combination

of current solution and search direction) were computed using a brute-force approach, through exhaustive enumeration
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Algorithm 5 Subroutines for SOS2 Coordinate Descent
1: procedure SEARCH DIRECTIONS(random, multidim)

2: if multidim then

3: searchDirs←{(β0
TR, β

∆
TR), (β0

MOD, β
∆
MOD), Λ} // index names of y

4: else

5: searchDirs←{β0
TR, β

∆
TR, β

0
MOD, β

∆
MOD, Λ}

6: if random then

7: searchDirs← SHUFFLE(searchDirs) // randomly permutes the set searchDirs

8: return searchDirs

9: procedure GENERATE ANCHORS((β,Λ), searchDir, D)

10: if searchDir ∈ {(β0
k′ , β

∆
k′) : k′ ∈O} then // if searchDir is multidimensional

11: β0
k, β

∆
k ← searchDir

12: if Unif(0,1)< 0.5 then // select spanning dimension

13: (x,xmin, xmax), (y, ymin, ymax)← (β0
k, β

0
min, β

0
max), (β∆

k , β
∆
min, β

∆
max)

14: else

15: (x,xmin, xmax), (y, ymin, ymax)← (β∆
k , β

∆
min, β

∆
max), (β0

k, β
0
min, β

0
max)

16: if x== 0 then // determine valid slopes for spanning affine lines

17: mmin← ymin−y
xmax−x ; mmax← ymax−y

xmax−x

18: else if x== xmax then

19: mmin← ymax−y
xmin−x

; mmax← ymin−y
xmin−x

20: else

21: mmin←max{ ymax−y
xmin−x

, ymin−y
xmax−x}; mmax←min{ ymin−y

xmin−x
, ymax−y
xmax−x} // see Figure 7

22: m←Unif(mmin,mmax); b← y−m ·x; δx = xmax−xmin // slope of spanning affine line

23: anchors←{(xmin + i−1
D−1
· δx, b+m · (xmin + i−1

D−1
· δx), β0

−k, β
∆
−k,Λ) : i∈ {1, . . . ,D}}

24: else

25: if searchDir== Λ then

26: maxV al←Λmax; minV al←Λmin

27: else if searchDir in {β0
k : k ∈O} then

28: maxV al← β0
max; minV al← β0

min

29: else

30: maxV al← β∆
max; minV al← β∆

min

31: anchors←{(minV al+ i−1
D−1
· (maxV al−minV al), (β,Λ) \ {searchDir}) : i∈ {1, . . . ,D}}

32: Insert (β,Λ) into the ordered set anchors

33: return anchors

of every solution along that affine line at a 1% granularity for discount multiplier and a $0.10 granularity for the other

four fare parameters. Then the W obtained through SOS2∗ procedure was evaluated and compared with this “true

optimal” solution, to compute the SOS2 optimality gap. The mean optimality gap was 0.25%, and it was 0% in 29.8%

of the instances. This establishes the trustworthiness of the SOS2 model outputs, especially given the drastic CPU time

reduction they provide. We repeated this procedure for 10 hours, resulting in 927 solutions.
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Figure 7 Computing the range of slopes such that the selected dimension is spanned.

Figure 8 Distribution of 31,553 second-stage model solution times. Mean solution time = 5.7s.

Figure 9 Distribution of SOS2 model optimality gaps. Mean gap = 0.25%, across 927 solutions. Exact solu-

tions (with 0% gaps) obtained in 276 of the 927 cases.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of BF-CD solution times for a single trajectory across 50 trials. BF-CD never

terminates before an hour elapses.

Appendix F: Bayesian Optimization Benchmark

Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a sequential search strategy for optimizing low-dimensional black-box functions

(Mockus 2012). Typically, the function being optimized takes a long time to evaluate and has no analytical form, pre-

cluding access to gradients. We first provide a high-level overview of BO, and then we summarize the design choices

that we use in this paper. In particular, we adapt the setup of a recent dedicated study by Liu et al. (2019) on using

Bayesian Optimization to select MOD system service parameters subject to passenger mode choice. Interested readers
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Figure 10 BF-CD single-trajectory solution times across 50 trials.

are referred to Liu et al. (2019) for a more detailed description of BO in this application context. Readers interested in

a general BO tutorial are referred to Brochu, Cora, and de Freitas (2010).

In the absence of a closed-form representation of our black-box function f :x→R, the BO framework first imposes

a prior belief upon f via a probabilistic surrogate model. Given this surrogate model, BO iteratively (i) updates

the likelihood of historical observations with new evaluations of f to obtain a more informative posterior, and (ii)

queries an acquisition function that uses the updated posterior to recommend the next value of x that should be

evaluated. A very common surrogate model for the black-box function is called a Gaussian Process (GP), which is a

stochastic process in which any finite set of random variables follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution (Mockus

2012). After building the GP with historical observations, the GP maps a given point in the search space to a univariate

Gaussian distribution. We interpret this output distribution as a set of potential values of f(x), accounting for noise.

The acquisition function is a BO design choice intended to help in navigating the trade-off between exploration and

exploitation, i.e. exploring more of the search space versus exploiting regions where a globally optimal solution is

suspected to exist. As in Liu et al. (2019), we use a GP upper confidence bound as our acquisition function, which

characterizes the BO optimization process as a multi-armed bandit problem.

Appendix G: Greater Boston Area Case Study

First we describe the primary case study. Then we explain the income-aware modification to the choice model.

Primary case study. Our case study is based on several datasets describing travel characteristics in the Greater

Boston Area. We consider a pricing alliance for the morning commute, restricting our time window to 6-10AM on a

typical weekday in Fall 2018. Our data sources and their purposes are as follows:

• Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) Focus40 report: We consider MBTA “urban gateways,” character-

ized as regions located beyond the rapid transit network but in close proximity to the commuter rail network.

More formally, an urban gateway is a town with high potential to be receptive to additional development of pub-

lic transportation options, especially if they connect to commuter rail hubs (MDOT 2019). These towns define

the service region of our case study.

• MBTA Fall 2018 General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS): We use the MBTA GTFS to extract rapid transit

and commuter rail stations and edges. We also collect valid transfer edges from those enumerated by the feed

(MBTA 2018).

• 2017 Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics

(LODES): This data specifies the number of jobs corresponding to each origin-destination census tract pair,

where the origin represents the employee’s home tract and the destination represents their work tract. We used

this data as a proxy for daily morning commute demand (U.S. Census Bureau 2017).
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• U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey, 2014-2018: We extracted town-level data on the modes of

transportation to work, median household income, and total population for towns in selected priority places (U.S.

Census Bureau 2018). This data was primarily used to calibrate the passenger utility parameters.

• TIGER/Line shapefiles: We used this data to assign network components to census tracts. We use the centroids

of census tracts in priority places to define passenger origins and destinations (U.S. Census Bureau 2019).

• Uber Movement travel times: We used travel times aggregated over the 4th quarter of 2018 in the Greater Boston

Area to approximate travel times of first- and last-mile edges and outside options (Uber Technologies Inc. 2020).

• Lyft fare parameters: We calculate the real-world prices of the MOD operator’s services using Lyft’s base fares,

distance-based markups, and time-based markups (Lyft Inc. 2020). We also use this data to calibrate the passen-

ger utility parameters.

• MBTA commuter rail fares: We characterize the real-world prices of the transit operator’s services using the

MBTA commuter rail fares. We interpolate the base fares and distance-based markups from the discretized,

zone-based fare structure together with the distances between transit stations in each zone (MBTA 2020).

We define the transit network using commuter rail and rapid transit edges. Each passenger’s origin and destination

are census tract centroids from the LODES dataset. We built MOD operator network’s edges by connecting centroids

to transit stations and to each other within each priority place. We filtered out unnecessary edges that corresponded to

very low demand; implementing a 90% service goal enabled us to reduce the MOD operator’s edge set by 50%. We

only consider those commuters who work locally (within their home priority place) or in the inner city (the dashed

bounding box in Figure 3). Commuters to the inner city were assumed to walk the last leg of their trip, from their final

transit station to their destination centroid. Because the rapid transit network is so well connected within the inner city,

approximately 90% of all inner city destinations in the data were within a 0.5 mile walk of at least one transit station.

To generate the route choice sets, we first built a routing network. This routing network is a transformation of the

physical network, consisting of MOD, transit, waiting, walking, and transfer edges. The cost of each edge was the

time to “traverse”, whether that traversal entailed travel on the transit and/or MOD system, travel by foot, or stationary

waiting. We filtered out the trips with more than one transfer, by performing a transformation on the relevant transit

stations by replicating those nodes—each transfer station had one node for incoming transfers and one for outgoing

transfers. A path through this network from a passenger’s origin to destination captures their total travel time along

that path. Over this routing network, we implemented Yen’s algorithm for finding the k-shortest loopless paths over a

directed graph with non-negative edge costs (Yen 1970). We first obtained up to 10 shortest paths for each commuter to

the inner city. Some paths were effectively duplicates, in that every aspect of the path was the same except for the final

transit station. We identified “unique” routes by their starting and transfer locations. With this definition of uniqueness,

we selected the shortest path for each mode: direct via transit (with a potential walking, driving, or local bus option

for the first mile, selecting whichever was the least costly from each passenger’s available options), direct via MOD

operator, or hybrid (MOD first mile transferring to transit, and potentially an MOD last mile for local commuters).

We selected a route choice model specification representative of the factors influencing passenger decisions in our

model: monetary costs (i.e., fares) and travel time (both within and outside the system), and alternative-specific con-

stants (ASC) for each represented mode (driving, transit, MOD, and hybrid). To calibrate choice model parameters,
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we used a simplified version of the non-cooperative pricing game. We fixed fare parameters to their real-world values

and selected model coefficients that make real-world fares correspond to a Nash equilibrium. This simplified game

for the calibration purposes included only three passenger types: local commuters, commuters to inner city, and those

traveling on the transit network outside of the alliance region. Each passenger had a simplified choice set represent-

ing average-case travel times and distances. We solved the simplified game by enumerating solutions over a coarse

grid of candidate choice model coefficients values. Finally, all passengers were grouped into 3 sensitivity profiles:

time-sensitive, price sensitive, and intermediate. Intermediate category uses the calibrated parameters as is. We char-

acterize the time-sensitive passengers by doubling the time-sensitivity coefficients and halving the price-sensitivity

coefficients; and vice versa for the price-sensitive passengers. Table 10 shows the final calibrated route choice model

coefficients. All signs and relative magnitudes are as expected intuitively, with ASCs indicating that all else equal,

people prefer driving the most and transit the least. Price and travel time impact passenger utility negatively. The

calibrated parameters thus clearly pass the common sense test.

Table 10 Route choice model’s calibrated coefficients.

MOD ASC Transit ASC Hybrid ASC Driving ASC Price (USD) Travel time (min)
-0.75 -1.125 -0.9375 0 -0.05 -0.0075

Modifications to Make the Model Income-aware. In the modified case study in Section (5.3), rather than uni-

formly dividing the Greater Boston Area population into the three sensitivity profiles, we normalized time sensitivity

and calibrated price sensitivity to the relative median household income (HHI) of each town, as described in Section

5.3. The price-sensitivity coefficient for each town was obtained by dividing the primary case study’s coefficient in

Table 10 by that town’s income ratio. This scaling method leads to the towns with the lower values of median HHI

(i.e., the towns with a lower income ratio) appropriately correspond to higher price sensitivity values.

For each town, Table 11 displays its price sensitivity coefficient and income ratio—i.e., a ratio of that town’s median

HHI to the average of the median HHIs across the service region (which was $92,618.17). Absolute values of the

median HHIs by town are available in Table 8. Note that the average of the median HHIs for the rest of the transit

service population outside of the alliance service region is 9% higher than that within the service region, underlining

that the proposed alliance particularly aims to serve lower income populations.
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Table 11 Price sensitivity coefficients in the passengers’ route choice model and the income ratios by town

for the income-aware case study.

Town Price Sensitivity Coefficient Income Ratio
Outside -0.04592 1.0888
Brockton -0.0840 0.5953
Framingham -0.0585 0.8544
Waltham -0.0541 0.9251
Lynn -0.0848 0.5895
Salem -0.0706 0.7079
Lowell -0.0891 0.5613
Lawrence -0.1114 0.4490
Haverhill -0.0685 0.7297
Burlington -0.0439 1.1385
Reading -0.0411 1.2161
Wakefield -0.0486 1.0290
Stoneham -0.0488 1.0239
Melrose -0.0446 1.1201
Woburn -0.0522 0.9582
Winchester -0.0293 1.7225
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